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ABSTRACT
Organic salts consist of bulky anions and/or cations whose properties can be tailored for specific
purposes. Ionic liquids (ILs) are (semi)organic salts with melting points below 100 ºC. They
typically exhibit neglible vapor pressures, high thermal stability, wide liquidus range, and
tunable solubility. Moreover specific functions can be built into their respective ions. The first
part of the dissertation involves discussions of chiral ionic liquids with additional protic,
magnetic, and magneto-luminescent properties, respectively. In addition to their enantioselective
sensing capabilities, the ILs may find use in chiral separations and catalysis.
The second part of the dissertation involves discussions of fluorescent one-dimensional
(1D) nano and microstructures from a group of uniform materials based on organic salts
(GUMBOS). These GUMBOS are essentially ‘frozen’ ILs with melting points that range from
25 ºC to 250 ºC. Similar to their liquid ‘cousins’, GUMBOS can be tailored for a variety of
applications. Further tunability is obtained through size-confinement effects as a result of the
nano (and micro) scale of these materials. The 1D nanomaterials were prepared according to
templated and self-assembly methods. In one study a porous alumina membrane was used as a
sacrificial template for growing nanotubes, nanowires and nanoarrays from rhodamine 6G
tetraphenylborate GUMBOS, [R6G][TPB]. These materials may find possible use in sensing,
lasing and waveguiding applications. In another study a series of 1D thiacarbocyanine (TC)
GUMBOS nano and microsized structures were obtained by ionic self-assembly through a
modified reprecipitation approach. Blended nanomaterials consisting of multiple fluorophores
were also prepared, exhibiting Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). The TC nano and
microscale structures offer promise as multicolor-imaging and bioimaging agents, and in
(bio)sensing applications.
xvii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Ionic Liquids
Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts that melt at temperatures below the boiling point of water.
They consist of bulky organic cations and semi-organic anions.1 Room temperature ionic liquids
(RTILs) are salts that are liquid under ambient conditions. The low melting points of these salts
are the result of a ‘frustrated packing’ of their ions due to inability of the ions to crystallize in an
ordered lattice.2 Over the last two decades, ILs have become increasingly popular because of the
inherent ability to tune their physical properties. Applications of ILs include synthesis, catalysis,
separations, sensing, electrochemistry, as well as energy storage and conversion.1, 3
1.1.1 Brief History of Ionic Liquids
Although Walden is widely credited with reporting ethylammonium nitrate in 1914 as the
first IL, earlier reports of ILs date back as far as the mid nineteenth century.4 In 1934 the first IL
was patented for enhanced dissolution of cellulose.5 Unfortunately, this finding did not garner
much public or academic interest at the time.4b Hurley and Wier reported a series of
chloroaluminate ILs in 1948, which they used in electroplating.6 Osteryoung and Wilkes
subsequently rediscovered most of these ILs in the late 1970s and early 1980s when studying
electrochemical reactions.7 Throughout the 1980s, Seddon and Hussey developed uses of these
ILs for organic synthesis and catalysis.8 In 1992 Wilkes and Zaworotko reported a series of ILs
which exhibited enhanced stability against hydrolysis compared to their chloroaluminate-based
predecessors.9 Their work also evidenced that a range of different cations and anions could be
paired to obtain RTILs. As a result, a large number of ILs were developed while significant
research efforts were made to study their physical and chemical properties. Meanwhile in the
1

1990s and early 2000s, the use of ILs moved beyond electrochemistry and catalysis into other
research areas, including separation10 and material science11 as well as energy applications.3d
1.1.2. Synthesis of Ionic Liquids
Ionic Liquids are fluids made up entirely of ions.12 Common cations employed in ILs
are based on quaternary ammonium, imidazolium, pyridinium, or phosphonium. Typical anions
in order of increasing hydrophobicity include halides (X-), cyanide (CN-), tetrafluoroborate
(BF4-),

hexafluorophosphate

(PF6-),

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide

(Tf2N-),

and

tetraphenylborate (TPB-).13 Various pathways including quaternization, anion-metathesis, acidbase neutralization, and reactions with Lewis acids have been used to synthesize ILs.
reflux

+

60-80 ºC

Figure 1.1. Synthesis of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride.
Quaternization involves an SN2 reaction between an alkyl halide and amine, phosphane,
or thioether, typically performed at elevated temperature over the course of several hours up to a
few days.14 The required temperature and reaction time are determined by the reactivity of the
alkyl halide. Reactivity of the halides increases down the periodic table, with iodide being the
most reactive species, while increasing alkyl chain lengths result in a decrease in reactivity. As
an example, the quaternization of 1-methylimidazole with butyl chloride is performed at 60-80
ºC under inert atmosphere (nitrogen or argon) for the duration of 48-72 hours. The reaction
product, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (Figure 1.1) is a white or opaque crystalline
solid, which is insoluble in the starting materials. The IL is typically purified through several
washing steps with ethyl acetate and/or diethyl ether to remove unreacted starting materials.
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Finally the product is dried under vacuum for several hours after which it is stored in a desiccator
to minimize absorption of moisture.15
A metathesis or ion-exchange reaction is employed in the preparation of ILs when an
organic anion is introduced.16 This reaction is performed after completion of the aforementioned
alkylation. Alternatively an anion-exchange reaction can be employed in preparing an IL where
the precursor is already a quaternary amine (phosphane or thioether). An example of such an
anion-exchange reaction is the preparation of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
from 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride and sodium hexafluorophosphate (Figure 1.2). This
reaction is typically performed in a biphasic mixture of water and dichloromethane (DCM) under
ambient conditions and is completed in 12 to 24 hours. A slight molar excess of sodium
hexafluorophosphate is required to push the reaction to completion. After the reaction has been
completed, the aqueous phase is discarded and the IL containing organic phase is washed several
times with distilled water to remove any remaining sodium chloride byproduct. Finally DCM is
removed under reduced pressure, yielding the pure IL.15

+

H2O/DCM
r.t.

+

Figure 1.2. Synthesis of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate.

Acid-base neutralization is another reaction type utilized in the synthesis of ILs. During
this reaction, a neutral Brønsted base is reacted with an acid, resulting in proton transfer and the
formation of a protic ionic liquid (PIL). For instance, the synthesis of ethylammonium nitrate
reported by Walden, was formed by reacting ethylamine and nitric acid together (Figure 1.3).4a
The neutralization reaction is performed in aqueous environment where the acid is slowly added
3

to the base (or vice versa) at 4 ºC. Water is subsequently removed through freeze-drying
followed by lyophilization.
H2O

+

4 ºC

Figure 1.3. Synthesis of ethylammonium nitrate.

Alternatively, ILs can also be prepared by reaction of a Lewis acid with a Lewis base, i.e.
a quaternary ammonium, phosphonium or sulfonium halide with a transition metal halide. Some
of the earliest reported ILs were prepared by reacting an imidazolium chloride with aluminum
chloride in equimolar amounts (Figure 1.4).7b The use of excess aluminum chloride with respect
to 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride may result in the formation of higher order
chloroaluminate ions (Figure 1.5).
MeOH

+ AlCl3
r.t.

Figure 1.4. Synthesis of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrachloroaluminate.
1.1.3. Physical and Chemical Properties of Ionic Liquids
The negligible vapor pressure, wide liquidus range, good thermal stability, and high ionic
conductivity of ILs has earned them the reputation of green alternatives to their molecular
counterparts.17 Recently, however, these claims have been called into question as more
(cyto)toxicity data on ILs has become available.18 Nonetheless, ILs have been elevated from an
academic curiosity to tailorable salts with serious industrial applicability. It is estimated that the
number of possible ILs is close to 1018 (quintillion).19
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These liquid salts owe their low vapor pressure to strong interionic interactions. The nonsymmetrical ions with large charge delocalization prevent the closed packing commonly
encountered in salt crystal lattices. The sub-optimal arrangement of ions occurs at significantly
lower melting points for ILs than inorganic salts.20 Thermal stability in ILs is largely dependent
on the nature of the bond strength between carbon and heteroatom within the cation as well as
hydrogen bonding with this heteroatom.21 As ions have relatively high ion mobility in ILs, i.e.
can freely move with respect to each other, these salts exhibit good conductivity in the liquid
state.22 Physical and chemical properties of ILs can be modified by altering the chemical
structure of their constituent ions, i.e. the type of cation, the length and type of cation
substituent(s), the type of anion, etc.23

Figure 1.5. Formation of higher order chloroaluminate ILs with excess aluminum chloride.
Typical ILs are polar and thus miscible with polar solvents such as methanol, acetone,
dichloromethane but immiscible with non-polar ones such as hexane, toluene, and diethylether.
The type of cation or anion of ILs has a major impact on polarity and water solubility.24 A
common polarity probe utilized in determining the relative polarity of ILs, is Reichardt’s betaine
dye, which exhibits a polarity dependent solvatochromic shift of the lowest energy π-π*
absorption band.25 Generally, ILs containing anions consisting of halides, tetrafluoroborate, and
transition metal complexes are highly miscible with water, whereas those containing
tetrafluorophosphate, bis(trifluoromethylsulfonylimide), and tetraphenylborate anions are not.24
5

The types of substituents that are attached to the cation also impact the polarity and solubility of
ILs in water. Thus longer, nonpolar alkyl side chains render ILs less polar and reduce their
solubility in water.
The majority of ILs have viscosities that are one or two orders of magnitudes higher than
that of water, ranging from 10 mPas to 500 mPas.26 They owe their high viscosities to an ability
to undergo hydrogen bonding as well as van der Waals and electrostatic interactions.27 In
imidazolium-based ILs the viscosity increases with longer alkyl side chains due to enhanced van
der Waals interactions. When the cation is kept constant, a decrease in viscosity is noted with
increasing charge delocalization within anions.
As is the case with polarity and viscosity, melting points of ILs are also largely dependent
on the structure of the respective ions. The symmetry, size, charge, and shape of cations and
anions impact the melting behavior of ILs.28 Longer alkyl side chains on IL cations increase van
der Waals interactions, but reduce crystal packing (lattice energy). As a result, an increase in
alkyl side chain initially leads to a decrease in melting point. However as alkyl side chains
further increase in length, the van der Waals interactions become prevalent over lattice energies,
leading to an increase in melting point. Larger anions with increased charge delocalization on the
other hand lead to lower melting points.28
1.1.4. Task-Specific ILs
As mentioned earlier, the physical and chemical properties of ILs can be tuned through
the pairing of ions with particular structures. Therefore, ILs can be designed by incorporating
specific functional groups into the respective ions. To this end, Rogers and coworkers set out to
develop ILs containing amine and thiol moieties to extract cadmium and mercury ions from
aqueous environments. Hence, the concept of task specific ionic liquids (TSILs) was
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conceived.29 In addition to TSILs designed for the extraction of heavy metals, other TSILs with
protic,30 chiral,31 magnetic,32 and luminescent33 properties have since been reported.
1.1.4.1. Protic Ionic Liquids
Protic ionic liquids (PILs) are a particular class of ILs synthesized through proton transfer
from a Brønsted acid to a base. They are capable of hydrogen bonding and typically have nonnegligible vapor pressure, i.e. some of them can be distilled.34 As acid-base reactions are
considered chemical equilibria, McFarlane has argued that the term PILs should only be reserved
for those species that are at least 99% ionic in nature.35 The acidic or basic properties of PILs
have made them attractive as solvents and catalysts in organic synthesis.36 In addition, PILs have
found use in chromatography as mobile phase modifiers37 and in stationary phases38 due to their
acidic/basic properties, solubility in water and relative ease of preparation. The ability to transfer
protons has also made PILs the subject of study for ionic MALDI matrices, where they have
been employed successfully with peptides, proteins and other biomolecules.39 Additional
applications of PILs are found in biocatalysis,40 polymer fuel cells,41 and lubricants.42
1.1.4.2. Chiral Ionic Liquids
1.1.4.2.1. The importance of Chirality
The term chirality is derived from the Greek ‘kheir’ which means hand and denotes a
stereo-chemical asymmetry.43 Enantiomers are molecules exhibiting chirality, i.e. they are nonsuperimposable mirror images of each another.44 A mixture of enantiomers is termed a racemate.
These molecules interact differently with their surroundings, especially with other chiral
molecules. For example, in limonene one enantiomer is responsible for the odor of orange while
the other enantiomer for the fragrance of lemon.45 Likewise, in carvone one enantiomer has the
scent of caraweed seed, whereas the other enantiomer smells like spearmint.46 Since most
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molecules that are responsible for biological systems are chiral molecules, chirality can have
significant implications in the design of pharmaceutical drugs. The use of Thalidomide, a
sedative-hypnotic drug that was marketed as a racemate in the 1960s, provides such an example.
In Thalidomide one enantiomer successfully ameliorated morning-sickness in pregnant women.
Unfortunately, the other enantiomer resulted in severe birth defects. Consequently the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) has put in place legislation that requires the pharmaceutical industry
to produce stereochemically pure homochiral drugs.47 As a result, of the top ten drugs sold in
2011, all contained a single enantiomer as active ingredient.48 Due to these regulations, the need
for developing analytical methods to distinguish between enantiomers and separate racemates,
has grown immensely. To this end, several chiral selectors have been identified, including
cyclodextrins,49 polysaccharides,50 molecular micelles,51 macrocyclic antibiotics,52 and more
recently chiral ionic liquids.53
1.1.4.2.2. Chiral Ionic Liquids in Asymmetric Synthesis and Catalysis
Chiral Ionic Liquids (CILs) are another group of TSILs which are characterized by either
a chiral cation or anion or in some cases both.54 These ILs have played a major role in organic
and analytical chemistry for the synthesis of chiral molecules55 and detection or separation of
racemates56 respectively. Both of these pathways which allow for enantiopure compounds to be
obtained are of major significance in the pharmaceutical industry.
In 1997, Howarth and coworkers reported N,N-bis[(2S)-2-methylbutyl]imidazolium
bromide as the first CIL containing a chiral cation, for use as a Lewis catalyst in Diels-Alder
reactions.55 Two years later Seddon et al. reported 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium lactate, a CIL
with a chiral anion (Figure 1.6). Similar to N,N-bis[(2S)-2-methylbutyl]imidazolium bromide,
this CIL was also successfully employed in asymmetric catalysis.57 These results have led to the
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development of a variety of CILs over the last decade. Their role in asymmetric catalysis
encompasses chiral ligands, chiral solvents, and IL supported auxiliaries as well as chiral
organocatalysts.58 Numerous review articles on CILs have since been published.31,

53, 58-59

In

addition to their important role in organic synthesis and catalysis, CILs have immensely
impacted analytical chemistry where they have been used in chiral sensing and separations.56
B

A

Figure 1.6. First ionic liquids with chiral cation (A) and chiral anion (B).
1.1.4.2.3. Chiral Ionic Liquids in Enantioselective Sensing
The first use of CILs in spectroscopic chiral recognition was reported by Wasserscheid et
al. In 2002, the authors reported an ephedrinium-based CIL obtained from the chiral pool.60 In
order to perform chiral recognition studies, a racemic mixture of Mosher’s salt was added to the
enantiopure CIL as a chiral shift reagent. When
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F-NMR measurements were subsequently

performed, a splitting of the signal was observed for the CF3-moiety of the Mosher’s salt. These
results indicated a difference in chiral interaction between the CIL and both enantiomers of the
chiral shift reagent (Figure 1.7). Various other studies have since been conducted, utilizing
Mosher’s salt for investigation of the diastereomeric (chiral) interaction with CILs.56a, 61
Another application of CILs in chiral recognition appears in the form of fluorescence
spectroscopy. Tran and coworkers measured the fluorescence of (S)-[(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropyl)
trimethylammonium] [bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide] (CHTA), which played the role of
solvent and chiral selector in the presence of different enantiomeric ratios of certain chiral,
9

fluorescent analytes (Figure 1.8).62 The results were interpreted by means of a partial least
squares method. Bwambok et al. synthesized a fluorescent, amino acid-derived CIL, which
enabled the study of enantiomeric interaction with non-fluorescent chiral analytes, monitoring
the change in fluorescence signal of the CIL.56a
J = 10.68
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Figure 1.7. Enantiomeric interaction of racemic Mosher’s salt with chiral ionic liquid (Adapted
from reference 49).
Following the success with fluorescence spectroscopy, Tran et al. went on to investigate
the use of Near Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy for the study of CILs in chiral discrimination. NIR
spectroscopy is a non-destructive and potentially universal technique, based on absorption bands
of characteristic molecular bonds such as O-H, N-H, C-H, and N-O present in organic and
inorganic molecules. In the presence of different enantiomeric compositions of R and S atenolol
(or other chiral drugs), diasteromeric interactions led to changes in the NIR spectra. After
calibration (by measuring the signal of varying ratios of enantiomers) a sample with unknown
enantiomeric concentrations of R and S can be analyzed with the aid of statistical methods.63
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Figure 1.8. Fluorescence spectra of 34 solutions of warfarin at 10 μM, with different
enantiomeric compositions in CIL (S-CHTA) (A) and plot of predicted versus actual mole
fractions of (R)-warfarin and (S)-warfarin (B) (Adapted from reference 61).
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Figure 1.9. NIR spectra of 17 solutions of atenolol at 60 mM, with different enantiomeric
compositions in CIL (S-CHTA) (A) and plot of predicted versus actual mole fractions of Rwarfarin and S-atenolol (B) (Adapted from reference 62).
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1.1.4.2.4. Chiral Ionic Liquids in Enantiomeric Separations
Chiral stationary phases comprising of chiral selectors dissolved in non-chiral ILs were
first reported in 2001.64 However, the first CIL stationary phase based on an ephedrinium-based
CIL, was reported by Armstrong and coworkers in 2004.65 This novel chiral stationary phase
was successfully employed in the separation of various chiral alcohols, diols, sulfoxides,
epoxides, and acetamides. Figure 1.9 depicts an enantiomeric separation of various chiral
alcohols using this stationary phase. Unfortunately separation with this CIL exhibited a sharp
decrease in separation efficiency after prolonged usage. These findings were believed to be the
result of partial racemization of the CILs due to dehydration which occurred at temperatures
above 140 ºC.
Yuan et al. reported (R)-N,N,N-Trimethyl-2-aminobutanolbis(triﬂuoromethanesulfon)imidate as the first CIL to be used in high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and
capillary electrophoresis (CE).66 The CIL functioned as a mobile phase additive in the
enantiomeric separation of various amines, alcohols, acids, and amino-acids.

7.03
13.20
18.18

7.63
14.13

19.74

Figure 1.10. GC chromatogram of enantiomeric separation of (from left to right) sec-phenetyl
alcohol, 1-phenyl-1-butanol, and trans-1,2-cyclohexanediol on fused-silica capillary coated with
(1S,2R)-(+)-N, N-dimethylephedrinium-bis(trifluoromethanesulfon) imidate (Adapted from
reference 63).
Rizvi and Shamsi have also reported two amino-acid derived surfactant-type CILs and
their polymers for the enantiomeric separation of chiral acids in micellar electrokinetic
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chromatography (MEKC).67 Successful chiral separation was believed to be highly dependent on
opposite charges between chiral selector and chiral analytes as well as three-point interaction.
Francois et al. studied two choline-derived CILs for the enantiomeric separation of a series of
pharmaceutical arylpropionic acids with CE.68 Unfortunately, enantioselectivity was not reported
when these CILs were used as additives, except when methylated β-cyclodextrins (β-CDs) were
present as co-additives. Thus, the separation mechanism was believed to be due to synergistic
effects between the β-CDs and CILs upon interacting with the chiral analytes. Similarly, Tran
and Mejac have also reported enantiomeric separation in CE with (S)-[3-(chloro-2hydroxypropyl)trimethylammonium]

[bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide].56b

Successful

enantiomeric separation of a series of pharmaceutical amines and arylpropionic acids required
the use of two additional chiral selectors besides the CIL.
1.1.4.3. Magnetic Ionic Liquids
Chloroaluminate RTILs discussed in section 1.1.1 received widespread interest because
of their use as solvents in electroplating studies.69 Other ILs based on different transition metal
chloride complexes were similarly investigated for their electrochemical properties. Examples
include titanium70 and molybdenum-based71 ILs, reported by Osteryoung et al. as well as
niobium,72 copper,73 nickel, and iron-based74 ILs reported by Hussey et al. More recently
Hayashi and Hamaguchi described the discovery of the first magnetic ionic liquid (MIL) in the
form of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrachloroferrate ([C4mim][FeCl4]).32 Measurements
performed on a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) revealed a large
magnetic susceptibility of 40.6 x 10-6 emu g-1 based on high–spin d5 iron(III) in the form of the
[FeCl4-] anion. Figure 1.11 depicts the magnetic response of [C4mim][FeCl4] to an external
magnetic field.
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Other MILs containing iron, dysprosium,75 manganese,76 cobalt,76a, 77 and gadolinium76a
metal anions paired with alkylimidazolium, tetraalkylammonium, and phosphonium cations have
since been reported. A number of imidazolium-based MILs with the organic anion, 2,2,6,6tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxyl-4-sulfate (TEMPO-OSO3) were additionally reported by Saito and
coworkers.78 These MILs exhibited low conductivities and fluidities.
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Figure 1.11. Magnetic response of MIL [C4mim][FeCl4] to external magnetic field (A) and
relationship between magnetic moment and applied magnetic field of MIL as well as empty
capsule (blank) (B) (Adapted from reference 32).
Due to their relatively high magnetic susceptibility and ease of synthesis, the
tetrachloroferrate based MILs have received a significant amount of attention. For example, the
thermomorphic behavior of [C4mim][FeCl4] and [C12mim][FeCl4] was thoroughly investigated.
These MILs exhibited thermally induced demixing at weight fractions below 35%, allowing the
MILs to be recovered upon heating between room temperature and 100ºC.79 Polymerized
versions of the MILs were prepared in the form of poly(1-vinyl-3-butylimidazolium chloride)
and poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride). These polymeric gels showed a strong response to
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an external magnetic field and were employed as reusable catalyst in Friedel-Crafts alkylation.80
Alternatively MILs were used as templates for the synthesis of polypyrrole nanostructures.81 In
the absence of a magnetic field, spherical polypyrrole nanoparticles were formed, whereas in the
presence of an external magnetic field, nanorods and nanotubes were obtained. In another study,
our group prepared nanoparticles from a MIL by using a reverse micelle, templating approach. 82
In using different concentrations of the MIL, it was possible to tune the sizes of the
nanoparticles. Bica et al. developed a chiral camphor-derived imidazolium IL with [FeCl4-] as
anion. This IL was used in diastereoselective Diels-Alder reaction between acrylic acid and
cyclopentadiene

83

The chiral cation and metal-containing anion both aided in the catalytic

reaction, however the magnetic properties of the IL were not investigated.
1.1.4.4. Luminescent ILs
The terminology of luminescent ILs has typically been reserved for those ILs with
organometallic anions, exhibiting photo-physical properties. These ILs are characterized by
electron transitions that involve unfilled d and f orbitals. Moreover, such ILs have long excited
state fluorescence lifetimes.
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Tb
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Figure 1.12. Ionic liquids of the type [C4mim]4[Ln(NCS)7(H2O)] with Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm,
Eu, Gd, Tb, Ho, Er, and Yb (Adapted from reference 83).
Binnemans and coworkers prepared a number of lanthanide based ILs with the general formula
[C14mim]x-3[Ln(NCS)x(H2O)y] (x = 6-8; y = 0-2), where Ln = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Ho, Er,
or Yb.84 These metal-containing ILs were transparent and exhibited strong luminescence. They
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are believed to be promising candidates in catalytic and spectroscopic applications. Along the
same line, Mudring and coworkers also reported a series of highly luminescent ILs with anions
containing europium complexes of bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (Tf2N).85
1.1.4.4.1. Luminescent Magnetic ILs
Mudring and coworkers also reported a lanthanide containing IL based on Dysprosium
with a 4f9 electron configuration. This particular IL is highly paramagnetic in addition to its
strong luminescence, thus rendering an IL with dual functionality.75
1.1.4.4.2. Fluorescent Ionic Liquids
The terminology of fluorescent ILs is typically reserved for organic rather than
organometallic ions, contrary to luminescent ILs. These ions have no unfilled d and f orbitals and
excited state fluorescence lifetimes are much shorter. Studies performed by Paul et al. have
shown that conventional imidazolium-based ILs are not completely transparent in the UVregion.86 ILs such as [C2mim][X] and [C4mim][X] (X = Cl, BF4, PF6) show an excitationdependent fluorescence which span a large part of the visible light region. However, the
fluorescence exhibited by these ILs was relatively weak. Functional ILs with stronger
fluorescence have been developed. Dong et al. prepared a series of 1-[n-(N-carbazole)alkyl]-3methylimidazolium bromide [carbazoleCnmim]Br (n = 6, 10, and 12) ILs.87 These carbazoletailed ILs exhibited a strong fluorescence, independent of excitation wavelength. The authors
suggested that these ILs may find use in optical and electrochemical applications due to the role
of carbazole in photoconductivity and charge-transport.
Bwambok et al. reported an amino-acid derived IL with dual functionality, chirality and
fluorescence

embedded

in

the

cation

of

L-phenylalanine

ethyl

ester

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide ([L-PheC2][Tf2N]).56a The IL exhibited multiple excitation and
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emission peaks and was employed as fluorescence sensor for non-fluorescent chiral analytes and
various sugars. Recently, there have been several reports of chemoresponsive fluorescent ILs.
For example, Wei et al. reported a hydrophilic, symmetric imidazolium IL, [(C4)2mim][Cl] that
was used as probe for hemoglobin.88 In addition, Loe-Mie et al. have developed a micro-total
analysis system in which a fluorogenic TSIL with a 8-hydroxyquinoline benzoate unit was used
in extraction and sensing of mercury cations.89 Furthermore, Baker and coworkers have recently
reported an IL in which a trihexyltetradecylphosphonium cation was paired with the photoacidic
trianion 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (HPTS, pyranine) to yield a fluorescent IL that
served as chemosensor for a series of amine vapors with different pKa values.90
1.1.5. Ionic Liquids and Nanomaterials
Nanomaterials are those materials with at least one dimension below 100 nm. These
materials often exhibit size-dependent properties, different from those of the bulk materials.91
Applications for nanomaterials have increased exponentially over the last two decades and
include a plethora of areas including prostheses and implants,92 electrochromic displays,93 high
energy density batteries,94 ‘smart’ magnetic materials,95 and sustainable energy.96 Over the past
few years there has been an increased interest in the use of ILs for the synthesis of nanomaterials.
Ionic liquids are particularly interesting as solvents for nanoparticle synthesis due to their wide
solvation range and neglible vapor pressure which allows for reactions at higher temperatures
than typically possible with organic solvents, and more importantly the ability of ILs to undergo
hydrogen bonding.11b The latter allows for ‘molecular recognition’ and ‘self-organization’,
typically only encountered in protic solvents such as water. The first nanomaterials prepared in
ILs were obtained through electrosynthesis and include transition-metal11a and semiconductor
nanoparticles.97 Other applications of ILs in the synthesis of nanomaterials include the use of ILs
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as templates for the preparation of mesoporous silica,98 coaxial electrospinning of carbon
nanotubes and cellulose in ILs,99 and transferable graphene sheets in polymeric ILs.100 Polymeric
ILs are obtained though polymerization of ILs with unsaturated alkyl side-chains and are
typically solids at ambient temperature and pressure. Recently nanoparticles and inverse opals
were also prepared from polymeric ILs.101

Figure 1.13. Dye aggregation observed in pseudo isocyanine (PIC) (Adapted from reference
110).
1.1.6. Molecular Dye Aggregates in Ionic Liquids and Nanomaterials
Almost 70 years ago, Scheibe and Jelly independently observed deviations from the
Lambert-Beer law when pseudoisocyanine chloride (PIC) was dissolved in water at
concentrations in the millimolar range.102 These finding were correctly attributed by Scheibe to a
supermolecular polymerization of dye molecules (aggregation), as the result of desolvation.102a, b
Aggregates that are characterized by a narrow absorption band that has shifted to longer
wavelengths compared to the monomer species (bathochromic shift) are referred to as J
aggregates (J signifies Jelley). The J aggregates typically display a high quantum yield with a
very small Stokes shift (near resonance) and arrange themselves in brickwork or head-to-tail
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assemblies (Figure 1.14).103 Aggregates that display an absorption band shifted to shorter
wavelengths (hypsochromic) compared to the monomer species are referred to as H-aggregates
(H signifies hypsochromic).104 Figure 1.13 illustrates the absorbance spectrum of
monomeric/random species as well as J and H aggregates in PIC dye. The H aggregates often
exhibit large Stokes shifts and low fluorescence quantum yields and arrange themselves in a
card-pack manner (Figure 1.14).105 Applications of J aggregates include non-linear optics,106
spectral sensitizers in photography107 and dye-sensitized solar cells,108 whereas those of Haggregates include optical recording109 and energy harvesting systems.110
The extent of dye aggregation is highly dependent on various factors, including
concentration, solvent polarity, temperature, pH, and ionic strength and can be tuned
accordingly.111 Recently, Pandey and coworkers reported the controlled J and H-aggregation of
cyanine dyes.112 Highly basic solutions were added to cyanine dyes dissolved in water and ILs. It
was found that the IL with a tetrafluoroborate anion ([BF4]-) yielded H-aggregates, whereas only
J aggregates were observed in the case of other anions. These observations were attributed to
hydrolytic properties of [BF4]-. Similarly, dye aggregation has also garnered significant interest
in the development of nanomaterials. Organic dye molecules with their extensive conjugation are
materials of interest because of their biological, chemical, magnetic, optical, and electronic
properties.113 There is currently a strong impetus to develop organic materials that aggregate into
larger nanoscale structures such as nanorods, nanowires, nanobelts, and nanotubes as these onedimensional (1D) nanostructures typically display size-dependent optical, electronic, and
optoelectronic properties.113-114 As a result 1D nanostructures have been developed from
perylenes,115 anthracenes,116 porphyrins,117 as well as their derivatives and serve as device
components in sensors,115 lasers,114 field-effect transistors,118 and light-emitting diodes.119
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Figure 1.14. Molecular aggregation of organic dyes depicting (A) J-aggregates - brick-work
arrangement and (B) H-aggregates - card-pack arrangement.
1.1.7. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer in Ionic Liquids and Nanomaterials
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the non-radiative transfer of energy through
long-range dipole-dipole coupling between a donor fluorophore and acceptor chromophore in the
excited electronic state.120 This energy transfer is distance dependent and requires that the donor
and acceptor are in close proximity to one another (1-10 nm). The donor fluorophore can be
envisioned as an oscillating dipole which undergoes an energy exchange with the acceptor
chromophore of similar resonance frequency. As the result of FRET, fluorescence of the donor is
quenched, resulting in that of the acceptor being enhanced.120 This non-radiative transfer of
energy has found various applications in biological and material sciences. Figure 1.15 depicts
FRET between two cyanine dyes (Cy3 and Cy5), where the area of overlap between the donor
emission and the acceptor absorption is denoted as the spectral overlap region. The spectral
overlap integral between a donor and acceptor pair can be calculated using the formula
( )

∫

( ) ( )

(1)
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where J(λ) is the overlap integral, ε is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor,

is the

normalized emission spectrum of the donor, and λ is the wavelength. The energy transfer
efficiency can similarly be calculated using the formula

(2)

where FDA and FD represent the integrated fluorescence intensity of the donor in the presence and
absence of acceptor, respectively.120

Spectral
overlap
region

Figure 1.15. Föster Resonance Energy Transfer between Cy3 and Cy5 donor-acceptor pair.
To date there have been several studies of FRET in ionic liquid media. In one study
energy transfer was investigated from coumarin 480 (C480) to rhodamine 6G (R6G) in an IL
micro-emulsion, by use of pico and femtosecond emission spectroscopy.121 It was found that
various regions of the micro-emulsion could be probed by exciting the donor species at different
wavelengths. The IL/surfactant/benzene micro-emulsions exhibited decay times of 1, 250, and
3900 ps. These decay times were the respective results of direct contact between donor and
acceptor, donor in between surfactant and IL with acceptor within the IL pool, and finally donor
located on outer periphery of the micro-emulsion and acceptor within the core of the IL. In
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another study FRET was investigated between 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
([C4mim][Cl]) and R6G in the presence or absence of guar gum as a gelling agent.122 Excitation
was varied from 260 to 620 nm, resulting in sole emission from R6G. A similar excitationwavelength-dependent fluorescence was observed in R6G-modified polymeric ionic liquid
films.123 In addition, a yeast cytochrome C labeled with R6G moiety was investigated as a model
to probe the unfolding proteins in various IL environments.124
The use of FRET is especially desirable for biological applications, where interactions
and conformational changes in bio-macromolecules occur at the nanoscale. To this end, the use
of nanomaterials such metal nanoparticles (NPs) and quantum dots (QDs) have proved especially
successful as FRET donors and acceptors. There are numerous studies in which gold (Au) NPs
and quantum dots have been used in sensing platforms pertaining to bioanalysis. In one
particular study, Au NPs and CdTe QDs were used as FRET donor-acceptor pair in the direct
detection of glucose in serum.125 This biosensor allowed for high selectivity in addition to a
detection limit of 50 nM. In addition to NPs and QDs, 1D organic nanomaterials have recently
been employed as FRET-based sensors. For example, tunable nanobelts were developed from
9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) doped with nile red (NR) at different ratios. The DPA-NR
donor-acceptor pair exhibited tunable emission from blue to red and was utilized for sensing
acidic and basic vapors.126
1.2. A Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts and Their Derived
Nanomaterials
Although ILs are termed as organic salts with melting points below 100 ºC, the majority
of applications have encompassed RTILs. Frozen ILs with melting points above room
temperature have typically been regarded as unsuitable for the majority of applications. One
exception can be found in the use of a frozen IL as medium for rewritable imaging.127
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The Warner research group has developed novel nanoparticles derived from frozen ILs
which combine the tunability of ILs with the ability of nanomaterials to exhibit size-dependent
properties.128 The term GUMBOS which is defined as a Group of Uniform Materials Based on
Organic Salts was coined to also encompass organic salts with melting points higher than those
of ILs. Thus, GUMBOS are essentially ‘solid-state analogues’ of RTILs with melting points
ranging from 25 ºC to 250 ºC. These GUMBOS and nanomaterials derived from them, also
denoted as nanoGUMBOS have since been prepared with magnetic,82 near-infrared
fluorescent,129 as well as antimicrobial properties.130
1.2.1. Near Infrared (NIR) Fluorescent GUMBOS Nanoparticles
Similar to ILs described earlier, multiple GUMBOS can be prepared via anion-exchange
reactions. In one study performed by our group, a cationic dye, 1,1’,3,3,3’,3’Hexamethylindotricarbocyanine (HMT) iodide was exchanged with various anions, including
bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate (AOT) sodium salt, tetrafluoroborate (BF4) sodium salt, 3,5bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyltrifluoroborate (TFPB) sodium salt, tetrakis[3,5-bis(1,1,1,3,3,3hexafluoro-2-methoxy-2-propyl)-phenyl]borate

(TFP4B)

sodium

salt,

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (Tf2N) lithium salt, and bis(pentafluoroethane)sulfonamide
(Tf2N) lithium salt. The HMT nanoGUMBOS were prepared by use of a template-free
reprecipitation approach.129b The particle size and morphology were determined through
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), respectively. The
spectral properties of the GUMBOS and their nanomaterials were ascertained with absorbance
and fluorescence spectroscopy. Absorbance spectra of ethanolic GUMBOS solutions displayed
maxima at 742 nm similar to the parent compound [HMT][I]. In the case of nanoGUMBOS,
absorbance measurements displayed additional shoulders or peaks that were red shifted and blue
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shifted with respect to the monomer peak (742 nm). Deconvolution of the spectra indicated the
overlap of essentially 3 different peaks. The monomer peak was found at ~735 nm and represents
a random dye aggregation. The blue shifted peak which appeared at ~580 – 672 nm was assigned
to an H-type of aggregation where the dye molecules stack in a parallel manner. The red shifted
peak at ~753 – 783 nm was the result of a J-type of aggregation where the dyes are oriented in a
staircase manner. Thus, the choice of anion dictates the type of dye aggregation and therefore the
spectral properties of the nanoGUMBOS. Experimental results were confirmed with theoretical
calculations though classical molecular dynamics simulations. In a related study [HMT][AOT]
nanoGUMBOS were employed as contrast agents for biomedical imaging applications.129a The
cellular uptake by monkey kidney fibroblast (Vero) cells was investigated and images obtained
from (epi)fluorescence microscopy revealed that nanoGUMBOS were succesfully internalized.
1.3. Analytical Methods Used
1.3.1. Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy is a molecular absorption technique that is used
to study the absorption of light (photons) by molecules in the ultraviolet and visible region. 131
When absorption occurs, molecules are promoted from a ground state to an excited state. The
resulting change in internal energy is associated with electronic transitions and can be recorded
with a UV-vis spectrophotometer. In a UV-vis spectrometer the light is directed onto a
monochromator that allows specific wavelengths to be selected and transmitted, thus
illuminating the sample (transparent solution) which is placed in a cuvette. Light absorbed or
transmitted by the sample is recorded though a detector (photomultiplier tube or diode array) and
can be plotted against the wavelength to produce a spectrum. The Lambert-Beer law denoted as
A = εbC relates the amount of light absorbed, termed absorbance (A) to the molar absorptivity (ε)
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and concentration (C) of the analyte, and the path length (b) traversed by the light. In addition,
UV-vis spectroscopy can serve as a quantitative method by plotting a calibration curve with
known concentrations of the analyte.131 A schematic of a UV-vis spectrometer is depicted in
figure 1.16.
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monochromator
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Figure 1.16. Schematic diagram of a UV-vis spectrometer.
1.3.2. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a particular type of absorption spectroscopy that
is used for studying chiral molecules, including amino acids and proteins. This technique is
based on the ability of some chiral molecules to absorb left circularly polarized light to a
different extent than right circularly polarized light. As a result two enantiomers of a chiral
molecule display absorption bands with opposite sign.132 A schematic of a CD instrument is
shown in figure 1.17.
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unpolarized light
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polarized light

detector
polarizer

Figure 1.17. Schematic representation of a CD spectropolarimeter.
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1.3.3. Fluorescence Spectroscopy
The process of fluorescence can be best illustrated with the Perrin-Jablonksi diagram
(Figure 1.18).120 Upon irradiation, molecules absorb light, resulting in promotion to an excited
singlet electronic state (Sn). Since the timeframe is very fast (10-15 s) compared to other
competing processes, the Franck-Condon principle states that displacement of the nuclei is
negligible.133 The excited molecules undergo internal conversion, which is a non-radiative
transition between higher to lower singlet states. Once the lowest excited singlet state is reached,
a radiative transition also known as fluorescence can occur as molecules return to the ground
state. In addition to fluorescence, intersystem crossing, another non-radiative process can take
place. This process entails a transition from a singlet to a triplet excited state. After internal
conversion to the lowest triplet excited state, a radiative transition termed phosphorescence can
occur. The excited state lifetime of phosphorescence lies between 10-6 and 1 s, compared to 10-10
to 10-7 s in the case of fluorescence.120
Sn
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Figure 1.18. Perrin-Jablonski diagram.
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A fluorimeter consists of a xenon light source, excitation and emission monochromators
(or filters), a sample compartment, and photomultiplier tube (PMT), photodiode, or CCD
detector (Figure 1.19). The first monochromator allows for light ranging from 200 nm to 900 nm
to be selected for illumination of the sample. Emitted light collected at right angle to the incident
light passes through the second monochromator to remove scattered rays before reaching the
detector.120, 133
mono
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Figure 1.19. Schematic representation of a spectrofluorimeter.

1.3.4. Fluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy is an optical microscopy method with an increasingly important
role in the biomedical and materials sciences.134 The sample under investigation can be either
inherently fluorescent or doped with fluorescent markers. Irradiation of the fluorescent molecules
results in absorption followed by emission of light at a longer wavelength i.e. fluorescence. A
fluorescence microscope consists of a xenon-arc or mercury vapor lamp, excitation filter,
dichroic mirror, and emission filter. The excitation filter ensures that the light incident on the
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sample is monochromatic and of the right wavelength. The dichroic mirror is used to separate the
excitation and emission paths and the emission filter prevents excitation light from reaching the
detector (Figure 120).135
1.3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) requires electrons to irradiate a sample while
raster-scanning the surface. Electrons are far more energetic than visible light, therefore SEM
allows for magnifications up to a thousand fold higher compared to optical microscopy. 136 The
sample under investigation is coated with a thin conductive metal layer and placed on opposite
side of an ‘electron gun’, which is typically a tungsten heating element. The electron beam is
focused and directed through magnetic lenses which can bend the electrons in the desired
direction. Once the electrons strike the surface of the sample, secondary electrons are emitted
which are detected with a photomultiplier tube. Subsequently, these signals allow for an image of
the sample to be built.137 A schematic of an SEM is depicted in figure 1.21.
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Figure 1.20. Schematic depiction of a fluorescence microscope.
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1.3.6. Transmission Electron Microscopy
Similar to SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) also requires electrons for
irradiating the sample, where a series of magnetic lenses are used to focus the electron beam. 138
Contrary to SEM however, electrons penetrate through the sample which has been spotted on a
carbon-coated copper grid, to reach a phosphorescent screen (detector), located on the opposite
side of the electron beam. Where electrons impinge on the sample, fewer electrons traverse to
reach the detector. The resulting electronic signals are used to create an image of the sample,
similar to the negative of a polaroid photograph.138-139 A schematic of a TEM is depicted in
figure 1.22.
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Figure 1.21. Schematic depiction of a scanning electron microscope.
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1.3.7. Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
A superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) is a sensitive magnetometer
which consists of a semiconductor loop with one or more Josephson junctions, also known as
weak links.140 When an electrical current is passed across a Josephson junction, an interference
signal is measured due to quantum tunneling of electron pairs. As a magnetic sample moves
through the loop, an electrical current is induced, thus altering the interference signal measured
across the Josephson links. The change in electrical current is proportional to the magnetic
susceptibility of the sample.141 Figure 1.23 shows a schematic representation of a SQUID.
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Figure 1.22. Schematic depiction of a transmission electron microscope.
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Figure 1.23. Schematic representation of a SQUID. (Adapted from reference 140)

1.4. Scope of the Dissertation
This dissertation is composed of two parts and describes the use of functional ionic
materials for applications in sensing and optoelectronics. In the first part, bifunctional and
trifunctional room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) with enantioselective properties are
discussed. The second part describes one-dimensional fluorescent nanomaterials derived from
frozen ionic liquids also known as a Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic Salts
(GUMBOS) obtained through template and self-assembly methods.
In the second chapter, the synthesis and characterization of a series of ephedrinium-based
protic chiral ILs (PCILs) derived from primary, secondary, and tertiary amines are discussed.
The enantiomeric recognition capabilities of these PCILs were investigated with a series of chiral
analytes. The aim of this study was to determine the effect of the degree of amine alkylation on
the PCILs’ physical properties and chiral recognition capability. In the third chapter, bifunctional
magnetic chiral ILs (MCILs) comprised of chiral cations, and derived amino acids coupled with
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magnetic anions, are discussed.61b The chiral recognition capability was studied with steady-state
fluorescence spectroscopy and the magnetic susceptibility was also confirmed with SQUID.
These MCILs offer enormous potential in asymmetric catalysis and chiral extraction. The fourth
chapter discusses a series of trifunctional ILs with amino-acid derived chiral cations and
dysprosium-based anions. These luminescent magnetic chiral ionic liquids (LMCILs) exhibited
strong luminescence, paramagnetic susceptibility, and chiral recognition capability as confirmed
by steady-state fluorescence and SQUID. Similar to the MCILs discussed in chapter 3, these ILs
offer applications in chiral sensing and catalysis. In the fifth chapter, a series of 3
thiacarbocyanine-based frozen ILS or GUMBOS with increasing methyne chain lengths are
discussed. The GUMBOS assembled into one-dimensional micro and nanostructures upon
application of a reprecipitation approach from an ethanolic solution in water. The nanomaterials
exhibited characteristic photophysical properties as evidenced by UV-vis absorption
spectroscopy as well as fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescence microscopy. Further studies
resulted in the formation of binary and ternary nano/microscale structures when mixtures of two
or three GUMBOS were employed during the reprecipitation. These binary and ternary
nano/microstructures exhibited intraparticle Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), thus
allowing these materials to be used in optoelectronics, bioimaging, and energy harvesting
applications. The sixth chapter discusses fluorescent GUMBOS prepared through ion-pairing of
a rhodamine 6G (R6G) cation with a bulky tetraphenylborate (TPB) anion. One-dimensional
(1D) nanostructures, including nanowires, tubes, and nanoarrays were fabricated employing a
template method. These 1D fluorescent nanostructures may find use in sensing and
optoelectronics.
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CHAPTER 2
EPHEDRINIUM-BASED PROTIC CHIRAL IONIC LIQUIDS FOR
ENANTIOMERIC RECOGNITION
2.1. Introduction
Over the last decade, an increased interest in the study of ionic liquids (ILs) has been
observed from data in the literature.1 Their unique physicochemical have allowed for the
applications in a variety of different areas which include separations,2 catalysis,3
electrochemistry,4 and spectroscopy.5
Chiral ionic liquids (CILs) have been used in gas chromatography as stationary phases,6
as catalysts in organic synthesis,7 and also as chiral selectors and solvents in fluorescence
spectroscopy.6-8 Protic ionic liquids (PILs) have proven successful for heterogeneous catalysis
and for the synthesis of polymeric materials that are good proton conductors in fuel cells. 9
However, relatively few studies have been performed where physicochemical properties of
structurally related PILs were investigated. In one study, the ionic conductivity and thermal
properties of 21 ionic liquids, prepared through the reaction of various amines with tetrafluoro
boric acid, were investigated. The measured properties appeared to be dependent on both cation
and anion structure.10 In another study, the physico-chemical properties of a series of
alkylammonium-based PILs with different organic and inorganic anions were studied.11 In the
same study, the authors suggested that PILs could possibly be synthesized through rational
design aimed at specific applications.
Ephedrine is an alkaloid that serves as a decongestant, stimulant, and appetite
suppressant.12 It belongs to a group of precursors which has been used for synthesizing CILs
from the chiral pool. Wasserscheid and coworkers reported an aprotic N,N-dimethylephedrinium
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IL employing a three step synthesis, which included a Leuckart–Wallach reaction with (-)-(1R,
2S)-ephedrine, followed by alkylation with dimethylsulfate and ion exchange with lithium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([Li][Tf2N]).13 A green, solvent-less method was subsequently
developed for the synthesis of similar CILs. For example, (1R, 2S)-N-methylephedrine was
alkylated with bromoalkanes under microwave irradiation followed by ion-exchange.14 This
method yielded aprotic ephedrinium CILs with different alkyl chain lengths and anions. Several
N,N-dimethylephedrinium-based

ionic

liquids

were

used

for

the

enantiomeric

gas

chromatographic separation of a series of chiral compounds such as chiral alcohols (including
diols), chiral sulfoxides, some chiral epoxides, and acetylated amines.6b In addition, the aprotic
ephedrinium CIL was also employed for asymmetric glycine alkylation in the presence of
optically active orthopalladated phenanthrylamine as a phase transfer catalyst.13, 15
In the current study protic chiral ionic liquids (PCILs) derived from structurally related
alkaloids such as norephedrine (NorEph), ephedrine (Eph), and methylephedrine (MeEph) were
synthesized through facile acid-base neutralization with fluorinated imide acids. This
neutralization leads to the formation of a series of primary, secondary, and tertiary amine-based
PCILs, respectively (Figure 2.1). Thus, the PCILs described are all protic in contrast to the
aprotic ephedrinium CILs reported elsewhere.13 Herein, we report the effects of the degree of
alkylation (varying hydrogen bonding and van der Waals bonding capability, as well as steric
hindrance) on the physicochemical properties and chiral recognition abilities of these
ephedrinium based PCILs.
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2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Chemicals and Materials
L-(−)-Norephedrine,
methylephedrine,

D-(+)-norephedrine,

(-)-ephedrine,
racemic

(+)-N-methylephedrine,

(+)-ephedrine,

Mosher’s

(−)-N-

acid

and

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI).
Enantiomerically pure chiral analytes of propranolol, 1-(9-anthryl)-2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, 1,1′binaphthyl-2,2′-diamine, 1,1′-binaphthyl-2,2′-diyl hydrogen phosphate, glucose, and serine were
also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Bis(pentafluoroethane)sulfonimide was
purchased from SynQuest Laboratories, Inc. (Alachua, FL). All solvents used including
acetonitrile and dichloromethane were of HPLC grade (J.T. Baker, Philipsburg, NJ). Deuterated
solvents such as chloroform-d1, D2O and dimethyl sulfoxide-d6 were obtained from SigmaAldrich (Milwaukee, WI). All reagents were used without further purification. Triply deionized
ultra-pure water (18.2 M) obtained using an Elga model PURELAB Ultra™ water filtration
system was used in the study.
B

A

D

C

E

Figure 2.1. Structures of PCIL cations (A) [NorHeph+], (B) [HEph+], (C) [MeHEph+] and
anions (D) [Tf2N-] and (E) [BETI-].
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2.2.2. General Instrumental Methods
1

H-NMR (400 MHz) and 13C-NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

AV-400 spectrometer. The 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR chemical shifts are given in parts per million
(δ) with respect to TMS as an internal standard. 19F NMR (236 MHz) spectra were acquired on a
Bruker DPX 250 NMR spectrometer. Solvents used for preparing the samples were DMSO-d6
for 1H-NMR and

13

C-NMR and CDCl3 for

19

F-NMR. Elemental analyses were conducted by

Atlantic Microlab (Atlanta, GA). Samples were also analyzed with mass spectrometry on a
Hitachi MS-8000 3DQ LC-ion trap mass spectrometer with electrospray and APCI ionization
methods in both the positive and negative ion mode. The moisture contents of synthesized PCILs
were measured with a Mettler Toledo DL32 Karl Fischer Coulometric titrator. Circular
dichroism (CD) measurements were obtained by analyzing 1 mM methanolic solutions at room
temperature in 4 mm quartz cuvettes on a Jasco-710 spectropolarimeter. Thermal stability was
determined with a TGA Q50 thermogravimetric analyzer (TA Instrument Inc.) by heating 10 mg
of sample under nitrogen at a rate of 15 °Cmin-1 from 25 to 550 °C. Similarly, thermal
transistions were investigated with a DSC Q 100 differential calorimeter (TA Instrument Inc.,
USA) by cooling a 5-10 mg sample of PCIL to -80 °C and subsequently heating it at a rate of 5
°Cmin-1 to 150 °C.
Fluorescence analyses were performed in the steady-state mode on a Spex Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon Edison, NJ) equipped with a 450 Watt Xe
lamp and R928 PMT emission detector. Excitation and emission wavelengths with 3 nm
bandpasses were selected as well as an integration time of 0.1 s per point. Fluorescence data was
corrected by taking the quotient of the analyte signal and the reference signal.
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2.2.3. Representative Procedure: Synthesis of [MeHEph][Tf2N]
A known amount of (1S-2R)-methylephedrine; MeEph (0.50 g, 3.31 mmol) was
dissolved in water and reacted with equimolar bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide by slow
addition and stirring to obtain [MeHEph][Tf2N] (Scheme 2.1). The neutralization reaction was
performed in an ice bath for 6 hours. The mixture was subsequently stirred at room temperature
for 12 hours. After water was removed in vacuo by freeze-drying, a viscous colorless liquid was
obtained. The resulting PCIL was further purified by washing with small amounts of triple
distilled water and subsequently freeze-dried by lyophilization. [MeHEph][Tf2N], colorless
liquid, 90.3 %, 1H-NMR (250 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ (ppm): 7.40 (s, 3H), 7.30 (s, 2H), 76.2 (s, 3H),
5.22 (d, 1H), 3.47 (m, 1H), 2.81 (s, 1H), 1.0 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H). 13C-NMR δ (ppm): 142.0, 128.7
127.9, 126.2, 121.6, 118.4, 115.2, 114.2, 69.0, 66.0, 41.2, 7.4. Anal Calcd for C13H18F6N2O5S2 :
C, 33.88; H, 3.90; N, 6.08. Found: C, 34.09; H, 3.81; N, 6.09.

HTf2N (aq, 1.0 M)

Tf2N

6h, 90%
yield
(1S,2R)-[MeHEph][Tf2N]

(1S,2R)-MeEph

Scheme 2.1. Synthesis of [MeHEph][Tf2N].
2.3. Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of Ephedrine-Based PCILs
The synthesized PCILs were characterized by use of 1H and

13

C NMR, elemental

analysis, and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). The results from 1H and 13C
NMR were in agreement with the chemical structures of the PCILs and were further confirmed
with elemental analysis.

The respective 1H and
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13

C NMR spectra were also compared with

those of the precursors from which the PCILs were derived. As expected, the spectra were
similar, since the chemical structures of the product PCILs only differed from the corresponding
chiral precursors in their anions. Fluorine (19F) NMR was used to confirm the success of
neutralization (introduction of fluorinated anions). Mass spectrometry was conducted in the
positive and negative ion mode. For [NorHEph][Tf2N], [HEph][Tf2N] and [MeHEph][Tf2N]
PCILs in the positive ion mode a strong peak is observed for each of the respective parent ions
with m/z = 152.10, 166.12 and 180.13 confirming their presence. In the negative ion mode the
presence of [Tf2N-] and [BETI-] for [NorHEph][Tf2N] and [NorHEph][BETI] was confirmed by
strong peaks observed at m/z = 279.18 and 379.19.
In order to determine whether configurational integrity was maintained throughout the
synthesis, circular dichroism (CD) was used to compare the bands of the starting materials and
the PCIL products. The CD spectra of both enantiomers of MeEph and ionic liquids derived
therefrom, [MeHEph][Tf2N], are shown in Figure 2.2. The relative peak intensities of both
enantiomers of MeEph and [MeHEph][Tf2N] remained constant throughout the synthesis,
suggesting that chirality was maintained.
100

100

(-)MeEph
(+)MeEph

60
Δε(L/mol cm)

Δε(L/mol cm)

60

(-)[MeHEph][Tf2N]
(+)[MeHEph][Tf2N]

20
-20
-60

20
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-60

-100

-100
245

255
265
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235

245
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Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2.2. Circular dichroism of enantiomers (+ and -) of (A) 10 mM MeEph (starting
material) and (B) 10 mM [MeHEph][Tf2N] (PCIL) in methanol.
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After purification, which was followed by freeze-drying overnight and subsequent
purging with argon gas, the water content of the PCILs was determined using coulometric KarlFischer titration. The water content of the PCILs varied between 50 and 150 ppm (Table 2.1). All
other PCILs were characterized in the same manner as [MeHEph][Tf2N]. The PCILs were
viscous liquids at room temperature.
2.3.2. Thermal Properties of PCILs
The thermal stabilities of the PCILs were studied by use of thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA). Samples were heated under nitrogen atmosphere at a rate of 15 °Cmin-1, from room
temperature up to 600 °C. Thermal decomposition of the PCILs started between 230 °C and 250
°C with onset temperatures around 400 °C (Table 2.2). PILs with ammonium, imidazolium, or
other heterocyclic cations generally exhibit good thermal stabilities and low melting points when
coupled with [Tf2N-] anions.16 The ephedrinium-based PCILs with [Tf2N-] anions exhibited
higher thermal stability than those with [BETI-] anions (Table 2.2). These results were consistent
with earlier reports for ammonium-based PILs where similar trends were observed.17
Table 2.1. Moisture content of PCILs measured by Karl-Fischer titration.
PCIL
[NorHEph][Tf2N]
[NorHEph][BETI]
[HEph][Tf2N]
[HEph][BETI]
[MeHEph][Tf2N]
[MeHEph][BETI]

H2O content (ppm)
93.0
99.8
150.1
53.2
55.9
47.5

Mass (mg)
7.2
10.0
14.1
5.3
8.6
11.8

The thermal properties of the PCILs where investigated by use of DSC. The PCILs were
cooled from room temperature to -80 °C, followed by heating to 150 °C at a rate of 5 °C min-1
under nitrogen. Crystallization and melting transitions were not observed for the PCILs under
these conditions. A glass transition (Tg) between -60 and -20 °C was observed for the PCILs
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increasing in the order [NorHEph][Tf2N], [HEph][Tf2N], and [MeHEph][Tf2N]. The [BETI-]containing PCILs displayed higher Tg values than the [Tf2N-]-containing PCILs, due to the
higher polarizability of these anions. Similar results have been reported in the literature for
previous studies. 18
Table 2.2. Thermal properties of ephedrine-based PCILs.
CIL
[NorHEph][Tf2N]
[NorHEph][BETI]
[HEph][Tf2N]
[HEph][BETI]
[MeHEph][Tf2N]
[MeHEph][BETI]

Tg (°C)a
-53.9
-27.1
-48.6
-31.2
-41.3
-33.1

Tstart (°C)b
216.4
222.0
248.0
249.2
242.6
231.3

Tonset (°C)c
414.8
382.5
417.5
383.5
436.3
391.3

a

Glass transition temperature. bThe beginning decomposition temperature. cThe temperature at
which the sample loses weight at the fastest speed.
2.3.3. Enantiomeric Recognition Studies of PCILs towards Racemic Mosher’s salt using
19
F-NMR
Enantiomeric recognition capabilities of the PCILs were investigated by employing a
previously described method in which CILs derived from aminobutanol, valine, and
methylephedrine were dissolved in a deuterated solvent with racemic Mosher acid sodium salt.13
The chemical shift differences and peak splittings of the two diastereomeric associates were
measured by use of

19

F-NMR, where the extent of peak splitting of CF3 in Mosher’s salt was

related to the strength of diastereomeric interactions. Potassium Mosher’s salt was obtained by
neutralization of Mosher’s acid solution with equimolar amounts of potassium hydroxide and
subsequent freeze-drying and lyophilization. The feedstock solution for the

19

F-NMR tests was

prepared by dissolving 121.3 mg racemic Mosher’s salt (0.45 mmol) and 119.5 mg of crown
ether (18C6, 0.45 mmol) in 15 mL CDCl3 as previously reported.19 The 18C6 was added to
increase solubility of potassium Mosher’s salt in chloroform-d1 by forming a complex between
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potassium and crown ether.20 For

19

F-NMR analysis, a 5 fold molar excess of respective PCIL

with regard to potassium Mosher’s salt was dissolved in 0.5 mL of the feedstock solution.

Figure 2.3. 19F-NMR (CDCl3) spectra of potassium Mosher’s salt (A) without chiral selector,
and with (B) (1S,2R)-NorEph, and (C) (1S,2R)-[NorHEph][Tf2N] chiral selector. Note that all
the potassium Mosher’s salt solutions contain 18C6.
The chiral recognition ability of the precursor NorEph was compared with that of the PCIL
[NorHEph][Tf2N]. In the absence of either NorEph or [NorHEph][Tf2N], a single peak of -70.50
Hz chemical shift was observed for the Potassium Mosher’s salt racemate. In the presence of
NorEph or the [NorHEph][Tf2N],

peak splittings were observed, which are related to the

strength of the diastereomeric interactions between potassium Mosher’s salt racemate and the
chiral compounds. The significantly greater peak splitting of potassium Mosher’s salt with PCIL
[NorHEph][Tf2N] versus non-charged precursor NorEph as chiral selector suggests that a higher
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chiral recognition ability was obtained by forming PCILs from the neutral NorEph (Figure 2.3).
These results suggest the presence of a positive charge as an important factor for chiral
discrimination by ion-pair interaction. The acidicity of [NorHEph][Tf2N] relative to the basicity
of NorEph may also contribute to improved chiral recognition of the PCIL. Shamsi and coworkers have reported that electrostatic interactions between the acidic analyte and cationic ionic
liquid micelle played a profound role in enantioseparation.21 In another study, Wasserscheid et
al. have reported an asymmetric synthesis that solely relied on the strength of ion pairing in a
CIL to induce high chirality in an asymmetric hydrogenation reaction.22 This work demonstrates
the importance of ion-pair interactions in chiral induction or chirality transfer.

The chiral

recognition abilities of the [Tf2N-]-containing PCILs including [NorHEph+], [HEph+] and
[MeHEph+] were also compared, i.e. the effect of (the degree of) amine alkylation on chiral
recognition (Mosher’s salt peak splitting) was investigated (Figure 2.4). The recorded values for
these PCILs in the presence of Mosher’s salt were 12.7 Hz, 5.7 Hz and 4.3 Hz, respectively
(Figure 2.4). In addition to a larger peak splitting, the

19

F-NMR change in chemical shift for

[NorHEph][Tf2N] was also highest. Thus, it appears that as the extent of hydrogen bonding
decreases and steric hindrance increases (i,e, going from the primary to the tertiary ephedriniumbased PCIL), chiral recognition ability of PCILs towards Mosher’s salt decreased. Analysis of
peak splitting for the [BETI-]-containing PCILs displayed almost identical results. A control
experiment was performed to determine the role of the [Tf2N-] anion in chiral recognition. The
chiral recognition abilities of [NorHEph][Cl], [HEph][Cl], and [MeHEph][Cl] were determined.
Interestingly, it was observed that chiral recognition ability of PCILs with [Tf 2N-] anions was
much higher than that of ionic compounds with Cl- as anions. Chiral recognition studies
performed by Wilhelm et al. indicate that the counteranions used in CILs play an important role
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in chiral discrimination. A tenfold increase in peak splitting was observed when

19

F-NMR was

carried out on Mosher’s salt in the presence of enantiopure CIL with [Tf2N-] as counterion
compared to [BF4-] as the counterion.

Figure 2.4. 19F NMR (CDCl3) spectra of potassium Mosher’s salt (A), potassium Mosher’s salt
with (1S,2R)-[NorHEph][Tf2N] as chiral selector (B), potassium Mosher’s salt with (1S,2R)[HEph][Tf2N] as chiral selector (C), potassium Mosher’s salt with (1S,2R)-[MeHEph].
2.3.4. Enantiomeric Recognition of Chiral Analytes by PCILs through the use of SteadyState Fluorescence Spectroscopy
After confirming enantioselectivity of the PCILs for Mosher’s salt by use of

19

F-NMR,

further investigations were performed employing fluorescence spectroscopy. Recently, a
fluorescence spectroscopic method was reported for investigating chiral recognition between a
CIL and both enantiomeric forms of various fluorescent drug analytes.23 The two enantiomeric
forms of chiral drug analytes exhibited different fluorescence intensities with the CIL as a result
of the formation of specific diastereomeric complexes. As a result this method enabled the
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determination of a particular enantiomer in a given sample. More recently amino acid based
CILs were also synthesized in our laboratory and investigated for enantiomeric recognition.8b,
24,25

2.3.5. Intrinsic Fluorescence of PCILs
The ephedrinium PCILs display maximum absorbance at 257 nm, as illustrated for
[MeHEph][Tf2N] (Figure 2.5). In order to determine the optimum intrinsic fluorescence, an
excitation emission matrix (EEM) scan was used for neat [MeHEph][Tf2N]. A sharp
fluorescence peak was recorded around 292 nm (Figure 2.5). The measurements were performed
with a reduced volume cuvet (0.4 mL) with front-face illumination to minimize inner-filter
effects. Due to the relatively high viscosity of [NorHEph][Tf2N] and [HEph][Tf2N], fluorescence
measurements of the neat PCILs were limited to [MeHEph][Tf2N]. In order to compare the
PCILs as chiral selectors, 30 mM aqueous solutions were prepared for each. Solubility of the
PCILs

in

water decreased

in

the order

of [NorHEph][Tf2N], [HEph][Tf2N]

and

[MeHEph][Tf2N], as a result of hydrogen bonding.
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Figure 2.5. (A) UV-VIS spectrum of 10 mM [MeHEph][Tf2N] in methanol. (B) Fluorescence of
neat [MeHEph][Tf2N] excited at 260 nm with front-face illumination.
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2.3.6. Enantiomeric Recognition by use of Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy was employed to determine the chiral recognition capability
of the PCILs for fluorescent and non-fluorescent analytes in aqueous solutions. A series of
analytes of pharmaceutical and biological significance were investigated for this purpose. The
fluorescent analytes included propranolol (PROP), 1,1′-binaphthyl-2,2′-diamine (BNA),
trifluoro-1-(9-anthryl)ethanol (TFAE) and 1,1′-binaphthyl-2,2′-diyl hydrogenphosphate (BNP)
whereas the non-fluorescent analytes included serine and glucose (Figure 2.6).

A

B

D

E

C

F

Figure 2.6. Fluorescent analytes (A) Propranolol, (B) 1-(9-Anthryl)-2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, (C)
1,1′-Binaphthyl-2,2′-diamine, (D) 1,1(-Binaphthyl-2,2)-diyl hydrogen phosphate, and nonfluorescent analytes (E) Glucose, (F) Serine.
Enantiomers for each analyte were prepared at 10 μM concentrations in 30 mM of
aqueous PCIL solutions containing [Tf2N-] anions. In order to determine the wavelengthdependent fluorescence for the PCILs and the fluorescent chiral analytes, an excitation emission
matrix (EEM) scan was run with excitation wavelengths ranging from 250 nm to 400 nm. The
enantioselectivities of the PCILs were judged based on differences in the fluorescence bands
with respect to shape and intensity, upon binding to different enantiomeric forms of the analyte.
Based on the results obtained, it could be determined which PCIL exhibited the highest
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enantioselectivity for a particular analyte. Since the PCILs and the chiral analytes were both
fluorescent, the fluorescence signal intensity was monitored for the PCIL between 270 nm and
320 nm and for the analyte peaks between 320 nm and 520 nm. In order to amplify the
differences in signal intensities, i.e. to clearly distinguish between fluorescence signals of both
enantiomers, mean centered plots (MCPs) were employed. The difference was calculated
between the average and individual fluorescence spectra for each enantiomer. As a result, a
negative MCP spectrum was obtained for the lower intensity peak and a positive MCP spectrum
for the higher intensity peak. Thus, MCP plots serve to aid in differentiating between individual
enantiomers in the presence of PCILs (Figure 2.8).
In the absence of PCILs, the difference in fluorescence intensity between both
enantiomers of the chiral analyte was negligible (below 1%) in the control tests. The
fluorescence of TFAE enantiomers was measured in the presence of [Nor][HephTf2N],
[HEph][Tf2N] and [MeHEph][Tf2N] in aqueous solution. The difference in fluorescence
intensity was most pronounced for [NorHeph][Tf2N] (Figure 2.7). A similar trend was observed
for propranolol. In the case of BNP the difference in fluorescence intensity was however more
pronounced for [MeHEph][Tf2N] (Figure 2.7). Thus, [NorHeph][Tf2N] appeared to be a better
chiral selector for TFAE and propranolol, whereas [MeHeph][Tf2N] exhibited better chiral
recognition for BNP and BNA. The fluorescence and MCP spectra for TFAE in
[NorHeph][Tf2N] and BNP in [MeHeph][Tf2N] are shown in Figure 2.8.

In addition to

fluorescent analytes, non-fluorescent analytes were also investigated. Although the PCILs were
intrinsically fluorescent, their chiral recognition abilities as seen by their fluorescence intensities
were not significantly different from one another.
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Figure 2.7. Fluorescence of 10 µM TFAE (A) and PROP (B) in aqueous solution with
30 mM [NorHEph][Tf2N], [HEph][Tf2N], and [MeHEph][Tf2N].
The results obtained suggest that the chiral interactions between the PCILs and chiral
analytes in solution are strongly affected by hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions
between PCILs and analytes, similar to chiral molecular micelles. Alternatively, π- π interactions
may also play an important role in chiral recognition between the PCILs and fluorescent
analytes. The more polar analytes such as TFAE and propranolol may have interacted more
favorably with [NorHEph][Tf2N] as a result of hydrogen bond-donating groups in the PCIL and
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hydrogen-bond acceptors in the analytes. Contrary, the less polar BNP interacted more favorably
with [MeHEph][Tf2N], since both compounds had lower hydrogen bonding capabilities.
It thus appears that the degree of amine alkylation in the PCIL could have a significant
effect on the enantioselective recognition ability for different chiral compounds as seen by the
observed change in fluorescence intensity.26 The exact mechanism of chiral recognition is still
unclear and further studies are conducted to determine the mechanism of chiral recognition by
PCILs for analytes of varying hydrophobicity. In general, the results indicated that the PCILs
reported here are suitable chiral fluorescent selectors, capable of discerning between different
enantiomers of fluorescent analytes.
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Figure 2.8. (A) Fluorescence and MCP spectra of 10 µM TFAE in aqueous solution with 30
mM [NorHEph][Tf2N] (B) Fluorescence and MCP spectra of 10 µM BNP in aqueous solution
with 30 mM [MeHEph][Tf2N].
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2.4. Conclusions
Ephedrinium-based protic chiral ionic liquids (PCILs) were synthesized using
norephedrine, ephedrine and methylephedrine through a single-step acid-base neutralization
reaction. Configurational integrity was maintained throughout the synthesis and the PCILs
exhibited good thermal stability and chiral selectivity. Using 19F-NMR, splitting of the Mosher’s
salt fluorine peak was most pronounced for [NorHEph][Tf2N], implying that this particular PCIL
exhibited the strongest chiral interaction with Mosher’s salt. From fluorescence studies it was
further observed that [NorHEph][Tf2N] exhibited superior chiral recognition ability to TFAE
compared with the other [Tf2N-] containing PCILs. In the case of BNP chiral recognition was
optimal for [MeHEph][Tf2N]. The PCILs also exhibited intrinsic fluorescence, which could
allow for the study of chiral recognition capability of non-fluorescent analytes by monitoring a
change in fluorescence intensity of the PCILs. Unfortunately a significant change in fluorescence
intensity of the PCILs was not recorded in the presence of non-fluorescent chiral analytes. The
ephedrinium-based PCILs reported here offer a range of potential applications as chiral selectors
and solvents in fluorescence spectroscopy and potentially as stationary phases in
chromatography, mobile phase modifiers in capillary electrophoresis. In addition they may find
use in studying protein interactions and as catalysts in organic synthesis.
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CHAPTER 3
MAGNETIC CHIRAL IONIC LIQUIDS DERIVED FROM AMINO ACIDS
3.1. Introduction
Ionic Liquids (ILs) can be designed for specific applications through the judicious choice
of their constituent ions. The synthesis of chiral ionic liquids (CILs), including their applications
such as asymmetric catalysis and synthesis,1 chiral separation,2 and enantioselective
discrimination (Chapter 2), have been widely reported. Another interesting and growing area in
IL research is the preparation of metal-containing ILs.3 These novel functional ILs are regarded
as promising new materials which can favorably combine the advantages of ILs with catalytic,3c
spectroscopic,3d or magnetic3e properties that originate from the incorporated metal ion. A new
class of magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) was discovered recently.4 The MILs are mostly based on
high-spin d5 iron(III) in the form of tetrachloro- or tetrabromoferrate(III) with various counter
cations. Owing to the high single-ion magnetic moments, these MILs exhibit a strong response to
magnetic fields. Herein, we report the first examples of magnetic chiral ionic liquids (MCILs)
that contain chiral and magnetic properties simultaneously. Both magneticity and chirality are
investigated. They are new single-component chiral and magnetic materials that are free from
phase separation compared with traditional ferrofluids that are based on suspension of colloidal
or nanoparticles of magnetic materials in a carrier fluid.5
3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Chemicals and Materials
Amino acid methyl ester hydrochlorides including L-alanine methyl ester hydrochloride,
L-valine methyl ester hydrochloride, L-leucine methyl ester hydrochloride, L-isoleucine methyl
ester hydrochloride, and L-phenylalanine methyl ester hydrochloride were obtained from Sigma66

Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Iron(III) chloride hexahydrate, (R)- and (S)-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9anthryl)ethanol (TFAE), (R)- and (S)-1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'-diamine (BNA), (R)- and (S)-2-(6methoxy-2-naphthyl)propionic acid (naproxen) were also obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used
without further purification. Ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile, chloroform, and carbon tetrachloride
were of anhydrous grade (Sigma-Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI), and all other organic solvents such as
acetone, hexane, and water are of HPLC grade (J. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ).
3.2.2. General Instrumental Methods
1

H NMR (400 MHz) and 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

Avance 400 NMR spectrometer. The 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ)
with TMS as an internal standard. Due to the paramagnetic properties of the MCILs, very dilute
sample solutions in deuterated DMSO were tested for 1H and

13

C NMR characterization.

13

C

NMR spectra were acquired after overnight scan. FT-IR was measured using a Bruker Tensor 27
FT-IR spectrometer. Samples were analyzed in pure form by use of a DuraSamp IR apparatus.
All spectra were obtained using 32 scans for both sample and background, with a resolution of 4
cm-1. Elemental analyses were contracted to Atlantic Microlab (Atlanta, GA). A Jasco-710
spectropolarimeter was used to obtain the CD spectra of MCILs. To characterize the MCILs,
their visible absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3101PC UV–Vis–near-IR
scanning spectrometer (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD). Absorption was collected using a 1.0 cm 2
quartz cuvette at room temperature and the blank was subtracted from each spectrum.
The magnetic susceptibility and magnetization of the MCILs were measured using
approximately 80 to 100 mg of the sample in a Quantum Design superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (San Diego, CA, USA) for temperatures between 5
and 300 K and fields between -50 000 and 50 000 Oe.
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A TA Q50 thermal gravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) was used to
analyze the thermal stability of MCILs and their decomposition behaviours. MCIL samples
(about 3-4 mg) were scanned from room temperature to 600 °C under nitrogen flow (50 ml/min)
with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Values for the onset degradation temperature and peak
temperature were determined from the derivative TGA curves. Glass transition behaviors of
MCILs were investigated using a Q100 differential scanning calorimeter (TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE). MCIL samples (about 5 mg) were placed in sealed aluminium crucibles and run
under a nitrogen flow (50 ml/min). The samples were cooled and heated using the following
sequence: cooled to -80 °C, equilibrated at -80 °C, and isothermal for 3 min at -80 °C; then
heated to 150 °C with a rate of 5 °C/min, isothermal for 3 min at 150 °C; then cooled to -80 °C
with a rate of 5 °C/min, isothermal for 3 min at -80 °C; finally heated to 150 °C with a rate of
5 °C/min.
Steady-state fluorescence measurements were recorded at room temperature by use of a
Spex Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon, Edison, NJ) equipped
with a 450-W xenon lamp and R928P photomultiplier tube (PMT) emission detector.
Fluorescence emission spectra were collected in a 4-mm quartz fluorescence cuvette with slit
widths set for entrance exit bandwidths of 4 nm on both excitation and emission
monochromators for BNA, 2 nm for TFAE, and 1.5 nm for naproxen, respectively. Fluorescence
for BNA, TFAE, and naproxen were respectively monitored at excitation wavelengths of 365,
365, and 280 nm. In addition, all fluorescence spectra were blank subtracted before data analysis.
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3.2.3. Synthesis of Amino Acid Derived Magnetic Chiral Ionic Liquids (MCILs)
Generally, MCILs were synthesized by a reaction between L-amino acid methyl ester
hydrochloride and iron(III) chloride hexahydrate in anhydrous methanol at room temperature for
12 h (Scheme 3.1). The evaporation of methanol and water afforded the MCIL products.
3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of MCILs
A typical synthesis procedure for L-[PheOMe][FeCl4] is as follows. To a solution of Lphenylalanine methyl ester hydrochloride (1.00 g, 4.6 mmol) in anhydrous methanol (10 mL)
was added iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (1.26 g, 4.6 mmol) in anhydrous methanol (10 mL) at
room temperature. The yellow mixture solution was stirred at room temperature for 12h after
which the methanol was removed by rotary evaporation. The viscous brownish liquid obtained
after removal of methanol was washed with a small amount of water. Upon decantation of the
upper water phase, residual water was removed by freeze-drying on a lyophilizer overnight. The
final product of L-[PheOMe][FeCl4] is a brownish viscous liquid.
H
H 3N
Cl

C

H

MeOH
COOCH 3

H3N

+ FeCl3 . 6H 2O
r.t., 24h

R

C
R

CO OCH3
FeCl4

Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of magnetic chiral ionic liquids (MCILs).
The identity and purity of the five MCILs were determined by 1H, 13C NMR, FT-IR, and
C, H, N elemental analysis.


L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4], brownish viscous liquid, yield 88%, 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6), δ (ppm): 8.47 (broad, 3H), 4.06 (m, 1H), 3.74 (s, 3H), 1.41 (d, 3H).

13

C NMR (100

MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 170.6, 53.6, 48.3, 16.3. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 3197, 2945, 1747,
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1571, 1433, 1263, 1174, 1176. Anal. Calcd for C4H10Cl4FeNO2, C, 15.92; H, 3.34; N,
4.64. Found: C, 15.27; H, 3.98; N, 5.09.


L-[ValOMe][FeCl4], brownish viscous liquid, yield 90%, 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6), δ (ppm): 8.45 (broad, 3H), 3.75 (m, 1H), 3.66 (s, 3H), 3.26 (m, 1H), 0.87 (d, 6H). 13C
NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 169.7, 57.7, 53.5, 31.4, 16.9. IR (neat), ν (cm-1):
3184, 2955, 1721, 1586, 1477, 1440, 1253, 1242. Anal. Calcd for C6H14Cl4FeNO2, C,
21.85; H, 4.28; N, 4.25. Found: C, 20.97; H, 5.23; N, 4.01.



L-[LeuOMe][FeCl4], brownish viscous liquid, yield 91%, 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6), δ (ppm): 8.46 (broad, 3H), 3.73 (m, 1H), 3.57 (s, 3H), 3.17 (m, 2H), 1.48 (m, 1H),
0.77 (d, 6H).

13

C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 168.7, 59.7, 39.4, 32.9, 29.7,

17.3. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 3175, 2956, 2866, 1724, 1575, 1471, 1438, 1367, 1249. Anal.
Calcd for C7H16Cl4FeNO2, C, 24.45; H, 4.69; N, 4.07. Found: C, 24.50; H, 5.08; N, 4.03.


L-[IleOMe][FeCl4], brownish viscous liquid, yield 87%, 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6), δ (ppm): 8.69 (broad, 3H), 3.67 (m, 1H), 3.72 (s, 3H), 3.34 (m, 1H), 1.23 (m, 2H),
0.86 (t, 6H).

13

C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 169.5, 56.4, 53.0, 36.3, 25.6,

14.7, 11.9. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 3175, 2956, 2866, 1724, 1575, 1471, 1438, 1367, 1249.
Anal. Calcd for C7H16Cl4FeNO2, C, 24.45; H, 4.69; N, 4.07. Found: C, 24.16; H, 5.37; N,
3.98.


L-[PheOMe][FeCl4], brownish viscous liquid, yield 92%, 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6), δ (ppm): 8.46 (broad, 3H), 7.32 (d, 2H), 7.27 (d, 1H), 7.20 (m, 2H), 4.27 (m, 1H),
3.65 (s, 3H), 3.14 (d, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 170.2, 129.8, 129.1,
127.8, 53.7, 53.1, 31.2. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 3183, 2937, 1724, 1573, 1438, 1257, 1246.
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Anal. Calcd for C10H14Cl4FeNO2, C, 31.78; H, 3.73; N, 3.71. Found: C, 30.68; H, 4.14;
N, 3.61.
The visible absorption spectra of the five MCILs were measured using a UV-vis
spectrometer to spectroscopically characterize the MCILs (Figure 3.1). All the MCILs
exhibited similar absorption curves with three major peaks at 532, 618, and 685. These peaks
are well known as characteristic peaks of tetrachloroferrate(III). 6 The near identical
absorption behavior and peak wavelengths were also observed for conventional MILs such as
1-butyl-3-methyl-imidazolium tetrachloroferrate(III).4a, b

Figure 3.1. Visible absorption spectra of MCILs in acetonitrile.
3.3.2. Thermal Properties of MCILs
The thermal properties of the MCILs, including thermal stabilities and phase
transition behaviors were investigated by use of thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), respectively (Table 3.1). According to the TGA
curves, these MCILs are thermally stable up to about 190 ºC in a nitrogen atmosphere. A
two-stage decomposition process was observed for all the MCILs. The first one is rapid and
the loss in mass is about 40-50% in nitrogen. The rapid degradation may suggest a
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dissociative nature of the decomposition proceeding without participation of ox ygen.7 On the
other hand, oxidation of the residual carbon may predominate in the second stage. This two step thermal decomposition behavior was discerned previously for tetrabutylammonium
tetrachloroferrate(III). 7 According to the DSC thermograms, all MCILs exhibited low glass
transition temperatures between -30 and -50 ºC, however no significant melting points were
identified (Table 3.1.). These results clearly evidence the presence of a phase transition upon
decreasing temperature, which takes the MCILs from a readily stable liquid to the glass form.
It is worth noting that regular molecular solvents generally do not exhibit the glass transition
behavior. Therefore, the polymer-like behavior and high degree of order observed for the
MCILs might lead to a significant transfer or induction of chirality from the MCILs to
reactants or products. As a general trend, the glass transition temperature increased with the
increase in molecular weight of MCILs. It was found that the glass transition temperature
steadily increased as the alkyl chain elongates from butyl to octyl of the imidazolium cations
in alkylimidazolium tetrachloroferrate(III) MILs. 3e
Table 3.1. Thermal properties of MCILs determined by TGA and DSC.
MCILs
L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4]
L-[ValOMe][FeCl4]
L-[LeuOMe][FeCl4]
L-[IleOMe][FeCl4]
L-[PheOMe][FeCl4]

Tg (0C) a
-47.6
-44.8
-39.2
-41.1
-30.5

Tstart (ºC) b
197.3
215.7
196.1
216.5
195.3

Tonset (ºC) c Tonset2 (ºC) d
231.1
304.3
235.5
325.5
220.4
311.7
236.9
327.4
217.5
296.5

a

Glass transition temperature. b The beginning decomposition temperature. c The temperature at
which sample loses weight at fastest speed. d The second beginning decomposition temperature.
3.3.3. Magnetic Properties of MCILs
All the MCILs contain tetrachloroferrate(III) anions with d 5 configuration, and exhibit
paramagnetic behavior at room temperature. The magnetic susceptibility of the MCILs was
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measured using a Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer. The magnetization at 300 K was measured in the magnetic field range of -50
000 to 50 000 Oe. The results show an expected linear dependence on the applied magnetic
field according to Curie’s law (Figure 3.2). From the slopes of the fitted lines, the respective
molar

magnetic

susceptibilities

of

L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4],

L-[ValOMe][FeCl4],

L-

[IleOMe][FeCl4], and L-[PheOMe][FeCl4] were obtained as χM = 0.0134, 0.0129, 0.0127,
and 0.0135 emu mol-1 (Table 3.2), which fit well to the expected value for Fe(III). 3e The
effective magnetic moments (μeff) of the MCILs are determined as values between 5.52 and
5.66 μB in accordance with the S = 5/2 high-spin electronic state of iron(III) (spin-only value
of 5.92 μB). The MCILs displayed very weak antiferromagnetic interactions as seen from the
Curie-Weiss temperatures (Table 3.2), confirming a lack of cluster formation within solution.
Table 3.2. Summary of magnetic properties of MCILs.
χM b
χT c
(emu/mol) (emu K/mol)
L-[AlaO][MeFeCl4] 299.78 0.0134
3.90
L-[ValOMe][FeCl4] 327.83 0.0129
3.86
L-[IleOMe][FeCl4] 341.86 0.0127
3.81

μeff d
(B.M.)
5.585
5.556
5.520

θe
(T)
-2.4
-3.3
-3.1

L-[PheOMe][FeCl4] 375.88

5.663

-2.9

MCILs

a

Mw a

0.0135

b

4.01
c

Molecular weight. Molar magnetic susceptibility. Measured at 300K and H=1000G. d
Effective magnetic moment. e Curie-Weiss temperature.
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L-PheOMeFeCl4
L-ValOMeFeCl4
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Figure 3.2. Field dependence of the magnetization of MCILs at 300 K.
3.3.4. Chiral Properties of MCILs
The enantiomeric purity of the MCILs was confirmed by circular dichroism (CD)
measurements. Figure 3.3 shows CD spectra of L- and D-PheOMeFeCl4, measured in
methanol solutions. L-[PheOMe][FeCl4] exhibits a positive CD band at 218 nm, with a
maximum of 24 mdegrees. The fact that D-[PheOMe][FeCl4] has a similar but negative CD
band of equal magnitude at the same wavelength, further confirms the optical purity of both

Ellipticity (mDeg)

L- and D-[PheOMe][FeCl4].2h

20

L-PheOM e-FeCl4

10
0
210

220

230

240

250

-10
D-PheOM e-FeCl4

-20

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.3. Circular dichroism spectra of L- and D-PheOMeFeCl4 in methanol.
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3.3.5. Enantiomeric Recognition of Chiral Analytes by MCILs through the use of Steady
State Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Steady state fluorescence spectroscopy was further used to investigate the chiral
recognition of fluorescent analytes in ethanol solutions using L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4] as chiral
selector (Figure 3.4). With (R)- and (S)-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9-anthryl)ethanol (TFAE) as
analytes, the emission intensity difference between (R)- and (S)-TFAE confirmed the chiral
discrimination ability of L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4] (Figure 3.4).2d,

8

Similarly, with L-

[AlaOMe][FeCl4] as chiral selector, the chiral discrimination of 1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'-diamine
(BNA) and 2-(6-methoxy-2-naphthyl)propionic acid (naproxen) were also investigated.
3.3.5. Enantiomeric Recognition of Chiral Analytes by MCILs through the use of Steady
State Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Steady state fluorescence spectroscopy was further used to investigate the chiral
recognition of fluorescent analytes in ethanol solutions using L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4] as chiral
selector (Figure 3.4).

Relative intensity (a.u.)

R-TFAE
S-TFAE
F3 C
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OH

550

600
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Figure 3.4. Fluorescence emission spectral plots of (R)- and (S)-TFAE enantiomers in the
presence of L-AlaOMeFeCl4. The emission spectra of TFAE were collected at an excitation
wavelength of 365 nm at room temperature.
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With (R)- and (S)-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9-anthryl)ethanol (TFAE) as analytes, the emission
intensity difference between (R)- and (S)-TFAE confirmed the chiral discrimination ability
of L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4] (Figure 3.4).2d, 8 Similarly, with L-[AlaOMe][FeCl4] as chiral selector,
the chiral discrimination of 1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'-diamine (BNA) and 2-(6-methoxy-2naphthyl)propionic acid (naproxen) were also investigated.
3.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, novel magnetic chiral ionic liquids (MCILs) have been synthesized
using a straightforward synthesis procedure. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
examples of room temperature ionic liquids that contain both chiral and magnetic properties.
Their paramagnetic properties were confirmed by use of SQUID tests. In addition, their
enantiomeric discrimination toward chiral analytes was verified by use of steady-state
fluorescence spectroscopy. These novel chiral magnetic fluid materials with dual
functionalities are expected to have great potential in a number of applications such as
asymmetric catalysis and synthesis. Their strong response to a magnetic field and extremely
low vapor pressure could be particularly beneficial by providing an easier way to recover and
recycle the MCILs used as asymmetric catalysts. In addition, their magnetic property could
also provide a means to manipulate the phase separation behavior in the liquid-liquid
biphasic extraction. This may find interesting applications in the chiral extraction and
enrichment of chiral compounds by use of magnetic field.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIFUNCTIONAL IONIC LIQUIDS WITH LUMINESCENT, MAGNETIC AND
CHIRAL PROPERTIES
4.1. Introduction
Ionic Liquids (ILs) have increasingly been employed in a variety of research areas including
synthesis, catalysis, materials science, and (bio)analytics. Consequently, a variety of functional ILs
with magnetic,1 luminescent,2 photochromic,3 electrochromic,4 and chiral5 properties have since been
reported. The prospect of ILs incorporating more than one functionality opens new venues for their
application.

Recently, dysprosium-based ILs which exhibited dual functionality with intense

luminescence and magnetic susceptibility were developed by Mudring et al.6 More recently other
bifunctional ILs with dual properties have been reported. For example, Branco et al. reported a series
of electrochromic and magnetic ionic liquids containing iron, cobalt, and chrome-based EDTA
coordination complexes.4
In previous studies (Chapter 3) we have combined amino-acid derived cations with
tetrachloroferrate anions to obtain dual-functional magnetic, chiral ionic liquids (MCILs).15
Likewise, an intrinsically fluorescent amino-acid derived chiral IL was also developed for chiral
recognition studies of non-fluorescent chiral analytes.7 Protic chiral ionic liquids were similarly
reported and their chiral interactions with various analytes were investigated (Chapter 2). 8 Chiral ILs
from natural products such as alkaloids and amino acids have found widespread application in
enantiomeric catalysis and synthesis as well as chiral separations and sensing.5 Herein we report, to
the best of our knowledge, the first multifunctional luminescent, magnetic, and chiral ionic liquids
(LMCILs). These LMCILs may find use in chiro-optical, magneto-optical and magneto-chiral
applications.
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4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Chemicals and Materials
Amino acid methyl ester hydrochlorides including L-alanine methyl ester hydrochloride,
L-leucine methyl ester hydrochloride, L-valine methyl ester hydrochloride, and D-valine methyl
ester hydrochloride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Potassium
thiocyanate, dysprosium (III) oxide, perchloric acid (70%), (R)- and S(-)-1,1'-binaphthyl-2,2'diyl hydrogenphosphate (BNP), 2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9-anthryl)ethanol (TFAE), and propranolol
(PROP), as well as ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile, and chloroform, were also obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Acetone and hexane were acquired from J. T. Baker
(Phillipsburg, NJ, USA).
4.2.2. General Instrumental Methods
1

H NMR (400 MHz) and 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

Avance 400 NMR spectrometer. The 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ)
with TMS as an internal standard. All samples were dissolved in deuterated DMSO for NMR
analysis.
FT-IR measurements were performed on a Bruker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer.
Samples were analyzed in pure form by use of a DuraSamp IR apparatus. All spectra were
obtained using 32 scans for both sample and background, with a resolution of 4 cm-1. Elemental
analyses were contracted to Atlantic Microlab (Atlanta, GA).
A Jasco-710 spectropolarimeter was used to obtain the CD spectra of LMCILs. To
characterize the LMCILs, their visible absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV3101PC UV–Vis–near-IR scanning spectrometer (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD). Absorption was
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collected using a 1.0 cm2 quartz cuvette at room temperature and the blank was subtracted from
each spectrum.
The magnetic susceptibility and magnetization of the LMCILs were measured using
approximately 80 to 100 mg of the sample in a Quantum Design superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (San Diego, CA, USA) for temperatures between 5
and 300 K and fields between -50 000 and 50 000 Oe.
A 2950 TGA HR V6.1A thermal gravimetric analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE,
USA) was used to analyze the thermal stability of LMCILs and their decomposition behavior.
Samples (about 3-4 mg) were scanned from room temperature to 500 ºC under nitrogen flow (50
mL/min) with a heating rate of 10 ºC/min. Values for the onset degradation temperature and peak
temperature were determined from the derivative TGA curves.
Glass transition behavior of LMCILs was investigated using a TA SDT2960 (TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). MCIL samples (about 5 mg) were put in sealed aluminum
crucibles and run under a nitrogen flow (50 ml/min). Heating - cooling was performed using the
following sequence: the sample was cooled to -60 °C, equilibrated at -60 °C, and maintained
isothermally for 3 min at -60 °C; then heated to 150 °C with a rate of 10 °C/min, maintained
isothermally for 3 min at 150 ºC; and finally cooled back to -60 °C.
4.2.3. Synthesis of Amino Acid Derived Luminescent Magnetic Chiral Ionic Liquids
A facile two-step synthesis procedure (Scheme 4.1) was used to prepare the luminescent
magnetic chiral ionic liquids (LMCILs). In the first step, the three intermediate compounds, L[AlaOMe][SCN], L-[ValOMe][SCN]), and L-[LeuOMe][SCN], were synthesized by reacting the
respective aminoacid methyl ester hydrochlorides (1 equiv.) with KSCN (2 equiv.) in acetonitrile
at room temperature for 2 days through anion-exchange reactions. Dy(ClO4)3.6H2O was obtained
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by dissolving Dy2O3 in 70% HClO4 aqueous solution followed by subsequent removal of water
by lyophilization. In the second step, the three LMCILs, L-[AlaOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], L[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], and L-[LeuOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], were synthesized according to a
previously reported procedure with slight modifications.14 A typical synthesis procedure is as
follows. A mixture of L-[ValOMe][SCN] (5 equiv.), KSCN (3 equiv.), and Dy(ClO4)3.6H2O (1
equiv.) was stirred in anhydrous ethanol at room temperature overnight. The white suspension of
KClO4 byproduct was removed by filtration and ethanol was evaporated by use of rotary
evaporation. The residue was redissolved in anhydrous dichloromethane and the solution was
allowed to stand overnight in a refrigerator. After filtration dichloromethane was evaporated
under vacuum to afford the LMCILs which were further dried under vacuum for 48 h.
Caution: Although we did not experience any problems in this work, special care
should always be taken when perchlorates are handled due to a potential hazard of
explosion.
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NH3
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OCH3
NH3
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OCH3
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[Dy(SCN)8]5
5

1. KSCN, acetonitrile, 48h, r.t.
2. KSCN, Dy(ClO4).6H2O, anhydrous EtOH, overnight, r.t.

Scheme 4.1. Synthesis of ILs with luminescent, magnetic, and chiral properties.
4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of LMCILs
The identity and purity of the three LMCILs were determined by 1H, 13C NMR, FT-IR,
and C, H, N elemental analysis.


L-[AlaOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], orange viscous liquid, yield 83%, 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 8.24 (broad, 3H), 4.06 (m, 1H), 3.76 (s, 3H), 1.39 (d, 3H).
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13

C

NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 170.6, 130.4, 53.1, 48.5, 16.0. IR (neat), ν (cm-1):
2953,

2053,

1730,

1588,

1458,

1246,

1198,

1107.

Anal.

Calcd

for

[C4H10NO2]5[Dy(SCN)8], C, 29.30; H, 4.39; N, 15.86. Found: C, 29.87; H, 3.98; N,
15.09.


L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], orange viscous liquid, yield 84%, 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 8.26 (broad, 3H), 3.89 (m, 1H), 3.66 (s, 3H), 3.26 (m, 1H), 0.91 (d,
6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 169.7, 57.7, 53.5, 31.4, 16.9. IR (neat), ν
(cm-1): 2965, 2053, 1733, 1588, 1487, 1438, 1285, 1236. Anal. Calcd for
[C6H14NO2]5[Dy(SCN)8], C, 35.44; H, 5.48; N, 14.14. Found: C, 34.95; H, 5.16; N,
14.25.



L-[LeuOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], orange viscous

liquid, yield 86%, 1H NMR (400 MHz,

DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 8.29 (broad, 3H), 3.74 (m, 1H), 3.57 (s, 3H), 3.17 (m, 2H), 1.56 (m,
1H), 0.87 (d, 6H).

13

C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 170.9, 130.2, 53.5, 51.1,

24.2, 19.0. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 2960, 2869, 2055, 1732, 1588, 1492, 1441, 1370, 1225.
Anal. Calcd for [C7H16NO2]5[Dy(SCN)8], C, 38.03; H, 5.64; N, 13.41. Found: C, 37.68;
H, 5.08; N, 13.26.
Table 4.1. Thermal properties of LMCILs determined by TGA and DSC.
LMCILs
L-[AlaOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8]
L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8]
L-[LeuOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8]

Tg (0C) a

Tstart (0C) b

-30.9
-20.9
-24.5

147.2
160.4
150.9

a

Tonset (0C) c Tonset2 (0C) d
231.1
235.5
220.4

291.7
284.2
282.6

Glass transition temperature. b The beginning decomposition temperature. c The temperature at
which sample loses weight at fastest speed. d The second beginning decomposition temperature.
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Figure 4.1. Excitation and emission spectra of L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] in CHCl3 (1 mM).

4.3.2. Thermal Properties of LMCILs
The thermal properties of these LMCILs, including thermal stabilities and phase
transition behaviors, were investigated by use of thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), respectively. Results obtained from TGA measurements
(Table 4.1) indicate that the LMCILs remained thermally stable up to 150 ºC under nitrogen
atmosphere. Their decomposition subsequently occurred in two steps. A rapid decomposition
was observed during the first step, resulting in up to 40% loss of weight. During the second step,
decomposition occurred at a lower rate, resulting in an additional 30% loss of weight. Similar
results were obtained in previous studies with MCILs where decomposition was associated with
pyrolysis in the first step and oxidation in the second step (Chapter 3).9 Observations from DSC
analyses revealed that the LMCILs did not display melting behavior. However, glass transitions
were observed between -30 and -20 ºC for all LMCILs (Table 4.1). The formation of ionic
glasses upon cooling is indicative of a semi-ordered structure within these chiral ILs, suggesting
possible applications of these compounds for chiral induction/transfer in enantioselective
synthesis.10
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A

B

C

D

Figure 4.2. Magnetic property of L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8]. Field dependence of (A) molar
magnetization Mmol at 300 K. Temperature dependence of (B) static molar magnetic
susceptibility χmol, (C) reciprocal molar magnetic susceptibility χmol-1, and (D) product of
temperature and static molar magnetic susceptibility χ molT at a field of 1000 Oe.
4.3.3. Luminescent Properties of LMCILs
Fluorescence spectroscopy was performed to investigate the luminescence properties
of these LMCILs. Dy3+ with its 4f9 electron configuration is known for its intense
luminescence transitions, 4F9/2 → 6H15/2 and 4F9/2 → 6H13/2 in the blue and yellowish-green
spectral region of the visible light spectrum, respectively. An excitation spectrum was
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obtained for L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] at λem = 480 nm along with an emission spectrum at
λex = 352 nm (Figure 4.1). All LMCILs exhibited two characteristic emission peaks at 480
nm and 574 nm corresponding to the 4F9/2 → 6H15/2 and and 4F9/2 → 6H13/2 transitions.
4.3.4. Magnetic Properties of LMCILs
In addition to its luminescence, the Dy3+ ion with its 4f9 electron configuration is also
magnetically active. As a result the LMCILs exhibited paramagnetic behavior at room
temperature. Their magnetic susceptibilities were measured by use of a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. The magnetization at 300 K was measured
in a magnetic field ranging from -70 000 to 70 000 Oe and exhibited an expected linear
dependence on the applied magnetic field according to Curie’s law (Figure 4.2a). From the
slopes

of

the

fitted

lines,

the

respective

molar

magnetic

susceptibilities

of

L-

[AlaOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], and L-[LeuOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] at 300 K were
obtained as χmol = 0.043, 0.047, 0.042 cm3 mol-1, which fit well to the expected value for Dy3+.6
The effective magnetic moment (μeff) for Dy3+ has been calculated as 10.48 μB.6 The measured
respective μeff values of the L-[AlaOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8], and L[LeuOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] were 10.2, 10.6, 10.4 μB, which were very close to the calculated value.
The increase in χmol with decreasing temperature in the plot of magnetic susceptibility against
temperature confirms that L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] is paramagnetic (Figure 4.2b). The LMCILs
can be manipulated by a neodymium magnet due to the large anisotropic magnetic moment of
Dy3+.
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Fluorescence Intensity (a.u.)

Figure 4.3. Circular dichroism spectra of L- and D-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] in MeOH (1mM).
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Figure 4.4. Emission of TFAE in MeOH (10 µM) with L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] as chiral
selector (1 mM). Insert: Emission of TFAE in MeOH (10 µM) without L[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8].
4.3.5. Chiral Properties of LMCILs
Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were performed on both L- and D[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] to assess their enantiopurity (Figure 4.3). The L- and D-enatiomers
displayed a positive and negative CD band respectively at 217 nm, with a maximum of 15
mDeg. Thus, optical purity was confirmed as both enantiomers displayed an opposite CD
signal of equal magnitude.
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Figure 4.5. Emission of BNP in MeOH (10 µM) with L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] as chiral
selector (1 mM). Insert: Emission of BNP in MeOH (10 µM) without L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8].
4.3.6. Enantiomeric Recognition of Chiral Analytes by LMCILs through the use of SteadyState Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Enantioselectivity and chiral recognition ability of L- [ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] were
subsequently investigated by use of steady state fluorescence spectroscopy, as previously
reported for other chiral ILs.7, 9, 11 Chiral recognition of intrinsically fluorescent chiral analytes
was determined in methanol solutions with L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] as the chiral selector
(Figure 4.4). In the presence of the IL, differences in fluorescent intensities were observed for
either (R)- or (S)-2,2,2-trifluoro-1-(9-anthryl)- ethanol (TFAE), thus confirming its chiral
discrimination ability. The observed decrease in fluorescence intensity for R-TFAE compared to
S-TFAE appears to be the result of a more favorable diastereomeric interaction for the former,
resulting in quenching of the fluorophore. It should be mentioned that both R-TFAE and S-TFAE
exhibited equal fluorescence intensity in the absence of the LMCIL (Figure 4.4, insert). Chiral
recognition studies were also performed on (R)- and (S)-1,1’-binaphthyl-2,2’-diylhydrogenphosphate (BNP). Similar to TFAE, enantiomers of BNP displayed drastically different
fluorescence intensities, allowing for L-[ValOMe]5[Dy(SCN)8] discrimination between the BNP
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enantiomers (Figure 4.5).
4.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, novel multifunctional ionic liquids were conveniently synthesized,
employing a facile two-step procedure. These trifunctional ILs represent the first examples of
room temperature ionic liquids that simultaneously exhibit luminescent, magnetic, and chiral
properties. Their luminescent propeties were confirmed by the distinctive luminescence signal of
Dy3+ with its sharp emission bands. Observations from SQUID measurements revealed the
paramagnetic behavior of the LMCILs, while their enantiopurity was evidenced by CD
measurements.

Fluorescence steady-state measurements

further confirmed the chiral

discrimination ability of these ILs. The LMCILs reported here may possibly find use in
responsive materials where chiral properties can be manipulated through optical, photophysical
and magnetic stimuli or vice versa.
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CHAPTER 5
FLUORESCENT ONE-DIMENSIONAL NANOSTRUCTURES FROM A GROUP OF
UNIFORM MATERIALS BASED ON ORGANIC SALTS
5.1. Introduction
Organic nanostructures continue to receive widespread attention due to their inherent
chemical tunability,1 which makes them suitable for applications in optics, optoelectronics,2 and
electronics.3 In addition to altering their molecular structure and crystallinity, further tunability
can be achieved through changing the morphology of these materials.4 In particular, onedimensional (1D) organic nanostructures such as tubes, wires and belts display interesting
optoelectronic properties, ideal for use as lasers,5 waveguides,5b, 6 organic light emitting diodes
(OLEDs),7 and organic field effect transistors (OFETs).1c, 8
Typical strategies for preparing organic 1D nanostructures include vapor-deposition,9selfassembly,1c, 7a, 10 and template-assisted synthesis.11 Both soft and hard templates have previously
been used in the preparation of 1D organic nanomaterials.11b,

12

Soft templates such as

microemulsions have been widely reported in the fabrication of low dimensional metal and
inorganic structures and only more recently in organic structures.13 Alternatively, hard templates
from porous materials have also been used for growing 1D organic nanostructures. The most
commonly applied hard templates are track-etched polycarbonate filters14 and anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) membranes. The first assembly of 1D nanomaterials in a porous membrane was
reported by Martin and coworkers.11c Polymer nanotubes fabricated through this method have
been applied in bioanalytical chemistry for sensing different types of proteins and DNA.15
Applying similar techniques, nanowires were also reported for conductive,16 magnetic,
molecularly imprinted polymers,17 and semiconducting polymers.18 In addition to polymers,
metals, inorganic materials,19,20 small organic molecules8 have also been templated in porous
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membranes. However, nanostructures derived from organic salts using a hard templating
approach have previously not been reported.
Recently, our group reported the preparation of nanoparticles from frozen ionic liquids
and higher melting organic salts that were dubbed a Group of Uniform Materials Based on
Organic Salts (GUMBOS).21 These organic salts are highly functional and tunable materials that
can be designed to have different properties built into their respective cations and anions.21a,21b,22
Nanostructures composed of GUMBOS combine the physical advantages of nanomaterials and
the chemical functionality of GUMBOS in a single nanostructure. The current work describes the
first report of fluorescent organic salts that were templated in porous alumina membranes to
fabricate 1D nanostructures.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Chemicals and Materials
Rhodamine 6G chloride, sodium tetraphenylborate, and industrial grade phosphoric acid
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Porous alumina membranes with a 13
mm disc diameter, a thickness of 20 µm, and 200 nm pore sizes were purchased from SPI
Supplies and Structure Probe Inc. (West Chester, PA). Organic solvents, including acetonitrile,
acetone, and dichloromethane were of HPLC grade (J.T. Baker, Philipsburg, NJ). Triply
deionized ultra-pure water (18.2 M) was acquired using an Elga model PURELAB Ultra™
water filtration system.
5.2.2. General Instrumental Methods
1

H NMR (400 MHz) and 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

Avance 400 NMR spectrometer. The 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ)
with TMS as an internal standard. All samples were dissolved in deuterated DMSO for NMR
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analysis. Additional characterizations were performed with high resolution mass spectrometry
(HR-MS) on an Agilent 6210 electrospray ionization time-of-flight instrument in the positive and
negative ion mode. The melting point of the GUMBOS was determined using a MEL-TEMP®
capillary melting point apparatus.
Electron micrographs were obtained by use of a JEOL 100CX transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and SM-6610, JSM-6610LV high and low vacuum scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The TEM samples were prepared by dropcasting a dilute suspension of the
nanomaterials onto carbon-coated copper grids and drying under vacuum for 4 hours. The SEM
samples were either dropcast or immobilized (nanoarray) onto double-sided tape and sputtercoated using a thin conductive gold layer for 2 min.
Absorbance measurements were performed using a Shimadzu UV-3101PC UV–Vis–
near-IR scanning spectrometer (Shimadzu, Columbia, MD). Absorbance was collected using a
1.0 cm2 quartz cuvette at room temperature and the blank was subtracted from each spectrum.
Fluorescence studies were performed in the steady-state mode on a Spex Fluorolog-3
spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3; Jobin Yvon Edison, NJ) equipped with a 450 Watt Xe
lamp and R928 PMT emission detector. Excitation and emission wavelengths with 3 nm
bandpasses were selected as well as an integration time of 0.1 s per point. Fluorescence data was
corrected by taking the quotient of the analyte signal and the reference signal. Fluorescence
images were obtained using a Leica TCS SP2 scanning laser confocal system with a 63× NA 1.4
lens. Images (1024 × 1024 pixels) were acquired based on six averages.
Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) was performed at Horiba Scientific, Edison,
NJ with a DynaMyc - Lifetime Microscope System. A picosecond pulsed excitation source of
495 nm was used and emission was collected at 550 nm with a TBX detector. The time
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correlated single photon counting (TSCPC) mode was used for data acquisition with a resolution
of 50 ps/channel. The automated 3-dimensional scanning combined with automated confocal
ability of the instrument generated FLIM images with micron level spatial resolution.

Figure 5.1. Chemical structure of [R6G][TPB].
5.2.3. Synthesis of Rhodamine 6G Tetraphenylborate ([R6G][TPB]) GUMBOS
The rhodamine 6G tetraphenylborate ([R6G][TPB]) GUMBOS was synthesized through
a facile metathesis reaction between rhodamine 6G chloride and sodium tetraphenylborate in a
biphasic mixture of water and dichloromethane (DCM). The molar ratio between rhodamine 6G
chloride ([R6G][Cl]) and sodium tetraphenylborate ([Na][TPB]) was chosen to be 1 to 1.1 to
ensure complete conversion. Following the reaction, the organic phase containing rhodamine 6G
tetraphenylborate ([R6G][TPB]) GUMBOS was rinsed several times with ultrapure water (18.2
MΩ cm) to remove any sodium chloride byproduct. The [R6G][TPB] was determined to be
highly water insoluble, in contrast to the precursor [R6G][Cl]. Finally, the DCM was evaporated
after which the product was freeze-dried and lyophilized overnight. Dry [R6G][TPB] was
obtained (Figure 5.1).
5.2.4. Preparation of One-Dimensional GUMBOS Nanostructures
Commercially obtained aluminum oxide membranes (Whatman Anodisc supported
membrane filter) were wetted with a concentated solution of [R6G][TPB] in a volatile organic
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solvent such as acetone. Upon evaporation of the solvent, the pores were filled with the
GUMBOS. Afterwards, the membranes were placed in a container saturated with acetone vapor
at 60 ºC, for the duration of one hour to ensure complete and even filling of the membrane pores
by [R6G][TPB]. Excess [R6G][TPB], accumulated on top of the membrane was removed by use
of 180-Grit fine sandpaper. The templated membranes were subsequently submerged into a 1.0
M phosphoric acid solution and allowed to sit overnight. Alternatively, membranes were
immobilized onto a substrate with an epoxy adhesive, allowing them to dry for 12 hours prior to
dissolution in the phosphoric acid solution. The resulting 1D-nanoGUMBOS were rinsed several
times with ultrapure water and placed on a lyophilizer overnight to dry. Free nanowires and
nanowire arrays were obtained after drying. Similarly, nanotubes and nanotube arrays were
obtained through slight modification of the procedure to employ dilute solutions of [R6G][TPB]
(1 μM), instead of concentrated (0.1 M) solutions. A schematic of the synthesis procedure is
depicted in Figure 5.2.

Templating of
[R6G][TPB]

Etching off
membrane

Free nanowires

Nanowire array

Figure 5.2. Fabrication of [R6G][TPB] nanowires and nanoarrays by AAO templating.
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5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of [R6G][TPB] GUMBOS
Rhodamine 6G chloride (100.0 mg, 0.21 mmol) was reacted with 1.1 molar equivalent of
sodium tetraphenylborate to yield rhodamine 6G tetraphenylborate (129.6 mg, yield 80.9 %),
mp. 86 – 89 ºC. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 8.31 (d, 1H), 7.75 (m, 2H), 7.41 (d,
1H), 7.01 (d, 3H), 6.83 (d, 4H), 4.05 (s, 3H), 3.49 (q, 4H), 2.29 (s, 6H), 1.40 (t, 6H).

13

C NMR

(100 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 157.4, 156.2, 133.6, 131.3, 130.8, 128.9, 125.9, 113.3, 94.0,
61.4, 40.6, 38.4, 18.1, 14.1, 13.8. IR (neat), ν (cm-1): 3462, 3154, 3089, 2982, 1712, 1648, 1587,
1441, 1245, 805, 746. Anal. Calcd for [C28H31N2O3][B(C6H5)4], C, 81.88; H, 6.74; N, 3.67.
Found: C, 80.25; H, 6.53; N, 3.89.

Figure 5.3. SEM micrograph (A) and TEM micrograph (B) of [R6G][TPB] nanowires.
5.3.2. Electron Microscopy Studies of One-Dimensional GUMBOS Nanostructures
The templated 1D-nanostructures exhibited wirelike features with diameters larger than
the inner pores of the AAO membranes (200 nm), ranging from 260 nm to 330 nm (Figure 5.3).
The nanotubes exhibited somewhat larger diameters, between 350 nm and 410 nm, with a
thickness of around 60 nm (Figure 5.4). These results indicate a swelling of the nanostructures
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outside the confinements of the AAO membranes similar to previously reported silica-coated
organic nanorods.23

Figure 5.4. SEM micrographs of [R6G][TPB] nanotube arrays.
.
A

Figure 5.5. Fluorescence microscopy image (A) and SEM micrograph (B) of [R6G][TPB]
nanowire arrays (inset: fluorescence lifetime imaging map; range 2.4 - 3.4 ns).

5.3.3. Spectroscopic Properties of [R6G][TPB] GUMBOS Nanostructures
The spectral properties of the nanoarrays were investigated using a Leica TCS SP2
scanning laser confocal fluorescence microscope with a 63x NA 1.4 lens with excitation at 543
nm. Emitted light was collected in the 555 to 700 nm range (Figure 5.5). The nanostructures
displayed high fluorescence intensity with reference to the background as seen in Figure 5.5
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Compared with the absorbance of bulk [R6G][[TPB] in ethanolic solution, the absorption
spectrum of the [R6G][TPB] nanowires exhibited broader peaks and a slight shift of the
absorption maximum from 525 nm to 529 nm, as seen in Figure 5.6. Similarly, fluorescence of
the [R6G][TPB] nanowires showed a broader spectrum and red shift from 551 nm to 564 nm.
These results are indicative of a supramolecular type of arrangement that couples the spectral

A

Normalized fluorescence

Normalized absorbance

transitions of individual fluorescent structures.

B

Figure 5.6. (A) UV-visible absorption spectra of [R6G][TPB] solution in ethanol (blue) and
nanowires (B) Fluorescence spectra of [R6G][TPB] solution in ethanol (blue) and nanowires.
Fluorescence lifetime mapping of the nanowire arrays (inset Figure 5.5) reveals the
presence of multiple lifetime components. The data were best fitted to a bi-exponential decay.
The dark blue areas represent a shorter lifetime of 2.4 ns whereas the orange areas represent a
longer lifetime of around 3.4 ns. Similar results were reported in the literature for solutions of
rhodamine 6G in methanol, where shorter lifetimes recorded at higher concentrations of the dye
were attributed to excimer formation.24 A shift to longer wavelengths and increase in the relative
intensity of the vibronic shoulder as seen in Figure 5.6 were previously reported for rhodamine
6G adsorbed onto thin solid films of laponite.25 Likewise a broad red shifted fluorescence
emission band was also recorded in addition to decreasing lifetimes. These results can be
explained by the presence of multiple higher-order H-type aggregates with the possibility of
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some J-type dimers.25 Furthermore, the [R6G][TPB] nanowires displayed high photostability
when irradiated at 526 nm over a period of 5000 s with emission and excitation slit widths set at
14 nm (Figure 5.7). The fluorescent 1D nanomaterials discussed here may be considered as
potential materials for solid-state lasing applications.

Relative Intensity (a.u.)
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Figure 5.7. Photostability of [R6G][TPB] nanowire array excited at 526 nm for the duration of
5000 s (14 nm slit width).
5.4. Conclusion
In summary, for the first time a facile templating nanofabrication method is reported for
the preparation of 1D fluorescent organic salts. Water-insoluble [R6G][TPB] was obtained
through ion-association between a hydrophilic cationic dye and a hydrophobic anion. The
[R6G][TPB] fluorescent nanowires exhibited intense fluorescence, as well as high photostability
and diameters greater than the template pores. Further studies are underway to determine the
utility of [R6G][TPB] 1D-nanostructures as waveguides for applications in optoelectronics and
in chemical sensing devices. Finally, this templating method can also be utilized for preparation
of 1D-nanostructures from organic salts with chiral, magnetic, electroluminescent, conductive, or
combinations of these properties.
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CHAPTER 6
IONICALLY SELF-ASSEMBLED, MULTI-LUMINOPHORE ONE-DIMENSIONAL
MICRO- AND NANOSCALE AGGREGATES OF THIACARBOCYANINE GUMBOS
6.1. Introduction
Nanoscale aggregates of organic materials have gained widespread attention in fields
such as biomedicine and optoelectronics due to the versatility and tunability of the electronic and
photophysical properties of these materials.1 The impact of such materials in these fields and
others is expected to grow with new developments such as thin organic films in energy
harvesting and in solid-state laser technology.2 In the present work we examine dye aggregation
within molecular aggregates, specifically thiacarbocyanines. We refer to these aggregates as
molecular micro- and nano-scale aggregates to specify that their dimensions are either several
microns or smaller than 100 nm. One-dimensional nanomaterials are defined as those structures
in which only one dimension is confined to the nanoscale, i.e. wires, rods, tubes.3
Fluorescent one-dimensional (1-D) nanomaterials have been the subject of considerable
research over the past few years due to their potential use in fields such as nanoelectronics,
energy harvesting, and bioimaging.4 Designing such nanostructures has been achieved through
various templated and non-templated approaches. Fabrication of nanomaterials with desired
morphologies and properties through spontaneous molecular self-assembly is particularly
desirable since such strategies require neither the use of additives nor templates.
Arrangement of organic dyes into extended supramolecular arrays is a well-established
area and is usually recognized as the result of oriented dye aggregation, arising from various
dispersive forces such as π-π, cation-π, electrostatic, ion-dipole, hydrophobic, and hydrogen
bonding interactions between individual dye molecules.5 As a result, coupled optical transitions
often occur, leading to the formation of a diversity of aggregates, each with unique spectral
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properties. Dye aggregates are often classified based on the type or directionality of
intermolecular stacking. Head-to-tail molecular stacking is characterized by a narrow,
bathochromically-shifted (red-shifted) absorption band as compared to the monomeric dye and
these aggregates are referred to as J-aggregates. The study of dye aggregation has led to seminal
developments in a wide range of areas including molecular imaging,6 photodynamic therapy,7
polarizing and non-linear optics,8 laser technology,9 and dye-sensitized solar cells.10
Cyanines, a family of versatile dyes which were initially used in the photographic
industry, have received particular attention in the study of dye aggregation. Their aggregation
behavior has been investigated in solution11 as well as in thin films,12 hybrid organoclays,13 and
electrospun fibers.14 To date, however, there have only been a handful of reports on the synthesis
and application of nanomaterials containing cyanine dyes.15
As described in the previous chapter, our group has recently reported on a class of
polyionic nanomaterials we have come to refer to as “GUMBOS”.16 These GUMBOS are
designer salts comprising bulky organic ions arranged in a disordered ionic lattice. A variety of
these materials have been prepared with fluorescent, magnetic, and tumor-targeting
properties.16b, 17
The current study provides a facile route to examples of 1D nano- and microscale
morphologies derived from a series of thiacarbocyanine (TC)-based GUMBOS with distinctive
and attractive photoluminescent features. Nanomaterials derived from a series of thiacyanine
iodide dyes bearing different alkyl side-chain lengths have been previously reported. In one
particular study by Takazawa, dye molecules were dissolved in water at elevated temperature,
allowing for self-assembly into nanowires under controlled-cooling conditions.15a In a later study
from the same author, microrings were obtained through surface-assisted self-assembly of
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similar dyes.15b The resulting thiacyanine nanowires and microrings exhibited interesting optical
waveguide properties, allowing them to function as suitable candidates for signal transduction in
microelectronics

devices.

In

another

study,

nanoparticles

were

prepared

from

a

thiatricarbocyanine iodide dye using a reprecipitation approach in a variety of “bad” solvents to
yield nanoparticles of various shapes and sizes.18
Unlike dye aggregates which are typically encountered in solution at concentrations in the
millimolar range, the nano- and micro-sized aggregates discussed here are formed in water at
low micromolar concentrations. Thus, these concentrations are significantly lower than those
typically observed for formation of aggregates. The micro- and nano-scale aggregates reported
herein are obtained in solution as they are formed by reprecipitation, after rapidly injecting a
small amount of TC dissolved in a dissoluting solvent into a non-solvent. This study reports a
straightforward anion-exchange procedure for synthesizing TC-based GUMBOS characterized
by different spectral properties. The overall morphology of micro- and nano-scale structures
subsequently obtained via room temperature reprecipitation19 was dependent upon the particular
TC dye chosen. Notably, the [BETI–] anion was selected to impart pronounced hydrophobicity to
the GUMBOS as compared to their iodide counterpart, facilitating the formation of ionically
self-assembled20 micro- and nano-scale aggregates in water at a 103-fold lower dye concentration
(i.e, 2 µM) than reported previously. Studies employing transmission and scanning electron
microscopy (TEM and SEM, respectively) imaging reveal that varying the methyne chain
lengths exerts profound influence over the relative dimensions of the aggregates formed. Multiluminophore aggregates consisting of blends of two or three different TC species were prepared
and found to exhibit different types of dye aggregation (J-, H-, and random) and Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) between dyes within the aggregates. To the best of our
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knowledge, this represents the first example clearly illustrating FRET based on organic
nanomaterials derived wholly from structural analogs of the same parent dye. These nano and
microscale blends with their unique and highly tunable spectral properties represent promising
candidates for applications in areas including optoelectronics, bioimaging, energy harvesting,
and biochemical sensing.
6.2. Materials and Methods
6.2.1. Chemicals and Materials
The thiacarbocyanine (TC) dyes 3,3’-diethylthiacyanine iodide ([TC0][I]), 3,3’diethylthiacarbocyanine iodide ([TC1][I]), and 3,3’-diethylthiadicarbocyanine iodide ([TC2][I]),
as well as the deuterated solvents chloroform-d1 and dimethyl sulfoxide-d6, were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). HPLC grade organic solvents, including acetonitrile,
tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, methanol and dichloromethane, were acquired from J.T. Baker
(Philipsburg, NJ). Triply-deionized ultrapure water (18.2 M cm) was obtained using an Elga
model PURELAB ultrapure water filtration system. Lithium bis(pentafluoroethane)sulfonimide
salt was a generous gift from 3M. All reagents were used without further purification.
6.2.2. General Instrumental Methods
1

H NMR (400 MHz) and 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired by use of a Bruker

Avance 400 NMR spectrometer. The 1H and 13C chemical shifts are given in parts per million (δ)
with TMS as an internal standard. All samples were dissolved in deuterated DMSO for NMR
analysis. Additional characterizations were performed with high resolution mass spectrometry
(HR-MS) on an Agilent 6210 electrospray ionization time-of-flight instrument in the positive and
negative ion mode.
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The melting point of the GUMBOS was determined using a MEL-TEMP® capillary melting
point apparatus.
Electron microscopy images of the TC-based nanostructures were captured using a SM6610, JSM-6610LV high- and low-vacuum scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a JEOL
100CX transmission electron microscope (TEM).
The spectral properties of these TC-based micro- and nano-sized self-assemblies were
investigated by use of absorbance and fluorescence spectroscopies. Absorbance measurements
were performed on a Shimadzu UV-3101PC UV-vis-NIR scanning spectrometer (Shimadzu,
Columbia,

MD).

Fluorescence

emission

was

collected

using

a

Spex

Fluorolog-3

spectrofluorimeter (model FL3-22TAU3); Jobin-Yvon, Edison, NJ). Both fluorescence and
absorbance were acquired using a 0.4 cm3 quartz cuvet (Starna Cells) and water as the blank.
Fluorescence images were obtained using a Leica TCS SP2 scanning laser confocal
system with a 63× NA 1.4 lens. Images (1024 × 1024 pixels) were acquired based on six
averages.
Fluorescence lifetime measurements were performed at Horiba Jobin Yvon, NJ using
time domain mode. A picosecond pulsed excitation source of 408 nm and 495 nm were used
respectively with TBX detector. Data acquisition was carried out using time-correlated singlephoton counting (TSCPC) mode with a resolution of 7 ps/channel.
6.2.3. Synthesis of Thiacarbocyanine GUMBOS
The TC GUMBOS

were prepared utilizing a metathesis reaction between

thiacarbocyanine iodides and lithium bis(pentafluoroethane)sulfonimide at a molar ratio of 1 to
1.1. The reaction was performed in a biphasic mixture of water and dichloromethane (1:5, v/v)
under stirring for 24 h. Afterwards, the organic phase which contained the TC GUMBOS was
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washed several times with distilled water to remove residual LiI byproduct. Finally, the
GUMBOS were isolated by solvent removal using rotary evaporation. These TC-based salts
were characterized with nuclear magnetic resonance (H1, C13, and F19-NMR) and high-resolution
mass spectrometry (HR-MS).
6.2.4. Preparation of One-Dimensional Micro- and Nanoscale TC GUMBOS Aggregates
The TC-based micro- and nano-scale molecular aggregates were prepared using a wellknown reprecipitation method at room temperature.21 In brief, ethanolic solutions at a GUMBOS
concentration of 0.1 mM were prepared and 100 uL aliquots were added to 5 mL of distilled
water under sonication (BRANSON 3510RDTH model bath ultrasonicator, 335 W, 40 kHz
frequency) for 5 min. The resulting solutions were left to equilibrate for 10 min. As a result 1-D
micro- or nano-scale aggregates were formed from an initial dye concentration of 2 µM, with
each TC dye yielding a unique morphology with its associated spectral properties as evidenced
by electron microscopy and spectral analysis.
Blended nanoscale molecular aggregates containing multiple TC luminophores were
similarly prepared from mixtures of ethanolic stocks consisting of the desired TC GUMBOS. By
our nomenclature, [TC01][BETI] denotes GUMBOS formed from a precursor solution of [TC0+]
and [TC1+] subjected to the reprecipitation process, [TC02][BETI] is formed from [TC0+] and
[TC2+], and so on. The molar ratios of TC precursor solutions (0.1 mM) were varied to examine
the effect of concentration on spectral properties and morphologies of blended nanostructures.
Thus binary materials with molar ratios of 1:100, 10:100, 100:100, 100:10, and 100:1,
respectively were prepared, where 100 and 1, represent concentrations of 2 µM and 0.02 µM for
the initial TC dye concentration in the aggregate. Similarly molar ratios of 100:10:10,
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10:100:10, 10:10:100, and 100:100:100 for each TC GUMBOS were employed for the ternary
blend [TC012][BETI].
6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Synthesis and Characterization of TC GUMBOS
Analysis of H1- and C13-NMR spectra of the GUMBOS revealed peaks similar to those of
the thiacarbocyanine iodide parent compound, confirming the presence of [TC]+ cations after
ion-exchange. Two peaks were observed in F19-NMR spectra, with chemical shifts of –78.9 Hz
and –117.7 Hz, both of which are characteristic of the presence of the [BETI–] anion. Additional
characterization was performed using HR-MS on an Agilent 6210 electrospray ionization timeof-flight instrument. In positive-ion mode, intense peaks with m/z of 339.10, 365.13, and 391.14
were observed, corresponding to molecular weights for the [TC0+], [TC1+], and [TC2+] cation,
respectively. In negative-ion mode a peak was observed at 379.91 m/z characteristic of the
[BETI–] anion.

A

C

B

Figure 6.1. TEM micrographs of (A) [TC0][BETI], (B) [TC1][BETI], and (C) [TC2][BETI]
aggregates.
6.3.2. Electron Microscopy Studies of Electron Microscopy Studies of Micro- and
Nanoscale TC GUMBOS Aggregates
Electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) images of the TC micro- and nano-scale molecular
aggregates obtained via reprecipitation are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. Rodlike
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[TC0][BETI] aggregates with diameters of 0.82 ± 0.13 µm and lengths of 2.42 ± 0.20 µm, for
an aspect ratio near three were found. Close examination of the SEM images of Figure 6.2
reveals that some of these aggregates exhibit semi-tubular features. In the case of [TC1][BETI],
the aspect ratios of the aggregates varied widely, exhibiting both rod and wirelike morphologies
with diameters of 153 ± 74 nm and lengths of 0.53 ± 0.16 µm. Finally, well-defined
[TC2][BETI] wire-shaped aggregates were obtained with diameters of 137 ± 37 nm and lengths
of 3.16 ± 1.13 µm.
A

B

C

Figure 6.2. SEM micrographs of (A) [TC0][BETI], (B) [TC1][BETI], and (C) [TC2][BETI]
aggregates.
TC-based GUMBOS with different anions such as [BF4–], [PF6–] and tetraphenylborate
([TPB–]) were prepared as controls. In contrast to the [BETI–]-based GUMBOS, these
compounds failed to self-assemble into either defined 1-D aggregates or any specific
morphology for that matter. Thus, the formation of micro and nanoscale aggregates is clearly
linked to a unique and favorable association between [TC+] cations and [BETI–] counter ions. A
further series of control experiments performed using the iodide precursors of the TC dyes (i.e.,
[TC0][I], [TC1][I], [TC2][I]) revealed that only [TC0][I] yielded 1-D nanoscale aggregates upon
reprecipitation. We note that the final solution concentration of [TC0][I] used in this experiment,
was three orders of magnitude lower than previous reports on the preparation of nanowires from
similar dyes.15a The TC-based molecular aggregates reported in this work have another distinct
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advantage in that they can be prepared at room temperature in only a handful of minutes
employing a very simple and general reprecipitation approach.
6.3.3. Spectroscopic Properties of Micro- and Nanoscale TC GUMBOS Aggregates
The absorbance properties of the TC materials were measured at dye concentrations
equivalent to 2 µM in water. Based on solution electronic absorption measurements, the
maximum absorbance wavelengths for [TC0][BETI], [TC1][BETI], and [TC2][BETI] structures
were 423 nm, 557 nm, and 649 nm, respectively, consistent with the increased conjugation
across the series (Figure 6.4). In addition to the absorption maximum, [TC1][BETI] aggregates
exhibited a red-shifted peak at 631 nm representative of J aggregation. An additional blue-shifted
peak was observed at 475 nm for the [TC2][BETI] spectrum, characteristic of H aggregation.
Fluorescence spectroscopic measurements were also performed for the TC nanostructures.
Dispersions of [TC0+]-, [TC1+]-, and [TC2+]- aggregates were excited at 423 nm, 541 nm, and
644 nm, respectively. Their corresponding emission maxima were recorded at 464 nm, 564 nm,
and 664 nm.
A
A

C

B

Figure 6.3. Fluorescence micrograph of (A) [TC0][BETI] aggregates (Excitation
was performed with a ArKr laser at 488 nm and emission was collected between
500 and 578 nm), (B) [TC1][BETI] aggregates (Excitation was performed with a
green HeNe laser at 543 nm and emission was collected between 555 and 700
nm), (C) [TC2][BETI] aggregates (Excitation was performed with a HeNe laser
at 633 nm with emission collected between 650 and 750 nm). Images were
pseudo-colored blue in order to distinguish them from the [TC1][BETI]
aggregates.
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Figure 6.4. Normalized UV-Vis and fluorescence emission spectra of nanoscale aggregates of
(A) [TC0][BETI] , (B) [TC1][BETI], and (C) [TC2][BETI]. Fluorescence excitation at 423 nm
([TC0]0 = 2 µM), 541 nm ([TC1]0 = 2 µM), and 644 nm ([TC2]0 = 2 µM) respectively.
In addition to spectroscopic analysis, dispersions of TC-based micro- and nano-scale
aggregates were also investigated by use of fluorescence microscopy (Figure 6.3). [TC0][BETI]
microparticles excited using a 488-nm argon-ion laser line yielded strong emission in the green.
Likewise, [TC1][BETI] nanowires and rods excited by a 543 nm laser displayed red
luminescence. In the case of [TC2][BETI], the nanowires were excited using a 633 nm laser and
imaged in the NIR (650–750 nm). A false-colored image of these nanostructures is shown in
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Figure 6.3. It should be noted that these various micro and nanoscale aggregates exhibited bright,
dye-specific fluorescence, suggesting possible avenues in multi-color imaging.
6.3.4. Binary and Ternary Nanoscale TC GUMBOS Aggregates
Biomimetic photosystems of cyanine triads have been previously reported.22 Oppositelycharged polyelectrolytes that self-assembled into capsules served as templates to which
negatively-charged thiacyanine dyes could adhere, allowing for FRET to occur between the
exterior and interior of the capsule. In the present study, molecular aggregates from TC blends
were prepared by co-precipitation of a mixture of TC GUMBOS, resulting in structures
containing multiple TC dyes, making the prospect of FRET an intriguing possibility.
Verification for the formation of intimately blended nanostructures was evidenced through
examination of TEM images with comparison to physical mixtures of pre-formed aggregates
prepared from the individual TCs. Dual- and multi-luminophore aggregates possessing different
morphologies and spectral features were observed in the case where a dye mixture is subjected to
reprecipitation conditions.
6.3.4.1. Electron Microscopy Studies
TEM micrographs were obtained of the blended binary and ternary nanomaterials for
different molar ratios (Figure 6.5). Interestingly the morphologies of the nanostructures seemed
to be highly dependent on the concentrations of TC dyes, i.e. higher ratios of [TC0 +] resulted in
increasing lengths and diameters of the aggregates, similar to [TC0][BETI] microstructures.
Likewise higher ratios of [TC1+] lead to decreasing length and diameter of the structures, as was
the case with [TC1][BETI] nanostructures. The corresponding lengths and diameters of the
blended nanostructures at different dye ratios are depicted in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.5. TEM micrographs of blended TC nanoscale aggregates of (A1-E1)
[TC01][BETI], (A2-E2) [TC02][BETI], (A3-E3) [TC12][BETI] at molar ratios of 1:100,
10:100, 100:100, 100:10, and 100:1 respectively and (A4-E4) [TC012][BETI] at molar
ratios of 100:10:10, 10:100:10, 10:10:100, and 100:100:100. Scale bar represents 1μm.
6.3.4.2. Absorption Spectroscopy Studies
Absorption spectra for binary ([TC01][BETI], [TC02][BETI], [TC12][BETI]) and ternary
([TC012][BETI]) nanostructures were obtained at various molar ratios of individual
fluorophores. The respective absorption spectra are provided in Figure 6.7. These data clearly
indicate that the absorption features of the individual TC-based dyes are retained within the
blended nanostructures with the appearance of additional peaks in some cases. For example,
[TC01][BETI] exhibits two monomer peaks of the parent TC dyes at 423 nm and 557 nm
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respectively. At higher molar concentrations of [TC1+] (100) a red-shifted peak corresponding to
J aggregation was also observed at 631 nm. For [TC02][BETI] the monomer peaks of [TC0 +]
and [TC2+] were observed at 423 nm and 649 nm, respectively. In addition, two blue-shifted
peaks were observed for [TC2+] at 475 nm and 567 nm which are indicative of H aggregation.
The peak observed at 475 nm appeared to be relatively sharp, suggesting a possible twisted H
aggregation. For [TC12][BETI] the monomer peaks of [TC1+] and [TC2+] were observed at 557
nm and 649 nm respectively. H aggregation was observed for [TC2+] with a distinctive redshifted peak at 475 nm appearing at higher molar ratios of this species (100). Interestingly J
aggregation was also observed at certain molar ratios. A characteristic peak at 753 nm was
observed for molar ratios of 100:100 and 100:10 between [TC1+] and [TC2+]. [TC012][BETI]
exhibits a complex absorption profile containing features representative of the individual TCbased species. Similar to [TC12][BETI], J aggregation was also observed for [TC012][BETI] at
a molar ratios of 100:100 and 100:10.
6.3.4.3. Fluorescence Spectroscopy Studies
Fluorescence spectroscopy was used to study the spectral properties and examine the
possibility of FRET within the binary as well as the ternary TC-based nanostructures. The
emission spectra for these blended TC aggregates are shown in Figure 6.8. The most pronounced
decrease in donor fluorescence was observed at higher molar ratios of donor and acceptor
species. The overlap integral, J(λ), and energy transfer efficiencies, E, for these blended TC
nanostructures in water were calculated using equation 1 and 2, respectively and are found in
Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Overlap integrals (J(λ)) and energy transfer efficiencies (E) of various TC donor (D)acceptor (A) pairs.
D-A pair
TC01
TC12
TC02
TC012

J(λ)
2.07 × 10-13
2.78 × 10-13
9.56 × 10-14
–

E
30.3%
49.1%
30.2%
45.0%, 61.4%

Figure 6.6. Length (A) and diameter (B) of nanoscale aggregates at different molar ratios (1)
[TC01][BETI], (2) [TC02][BETI], (3) [TC12][BETI] and (4) [TC012][BETI].
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Figure 6.7. Normalized UV-Vis spectra of binary (A) [TC01][BETI], (B) [TC02][BETI], (C)
[TC12][BETI], and ternary aggregates (D) [TC012][BETI] at different molar ratios.
It appears from these calculations that the J(λ) value for [TC12][BETI] is the highest,
followed by the value determined for [TC01][BETI] which is itself over twice that in
[TC02][BETI]. The energy transfer efficiency for [TC12][BETI] is also the highest in the binary
blends at roughly 49%. Interestingly, the fluorescence yield of the acceptor followed excitation
of the donor is found to be enhanced in some cases whilst remaining unaffected in other systems.
For instance, in the case of [TC01][BETI], [TC02][BETI], and [TC012][BETI], it was observed
that, upon excitation of the [TC0+] donor, the donor fluorescence decreased with respect to the
pure donor concomitant with an enhanced acceptor emission relative to lone acceptor,
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predictable FRET behavior. In [TC01][BETI], two peaks were observed for the acceptor at a
molar ratio of 100:100 for the individual TC dyes. The peak at 583 nm is believed to be that of
the monomer species, while the second at 613 nm is associated with J aggregation. As the
relative concentration of the donor species [TC0+] is reduced (10:100 and 1:100), the intensity of
the acceptor monomer species [TC1+] decreases significantly, while that of the J aggregate is still
present upon excitation of the donor. This finding suggests that the fluorescence emission around
583 nm is the result of FRET between [TC0+] and [TC1+]. Alternatively, higher fluorescence
intensity is recorded for the acceptor monomer species when the relative concentration of this
species is reduced (100:1 and 100:10). It seems FRET is no longer distributed evenly between
the acceptor monomer species and the J aggregate, rather it is restricted to the monomer species.
As a result, an increase in fluorescence intensity at 583 nm for the monomer peak is observed.
[TC12][BETI] exhibited maximum FRET for the 100:100 molar ratio with the most
significant decrease in donor intensity and increase in acceptor intensity. There appeared to be no
FRET between the monomer emission of [TC1+] and the absorption of the J aggregate of [TC2+]
due to the absence of spectral overlap between both. Lower concentration of the acceptor
(100:10) resulted in a reduced FRET as can be seen in a decrease in energy transfer efficiency
and intensity of the donor emission. Interestingly for the molar ratio of 100:1 a red-shifted
emission was recorded with high fluorescence intensity at 707 nm. This emission peak appears to
be the result FRET between the donor and acceptor species.
In [TC02][BETI], FRET was observed at higher relative concentrations of the donor
species [TC0+] (100). At lower concentrations of [TC0+], energy transfer was not observed. In
comparison to [TC01][BETI], the observed FRET appeared to be lower at all ratios. These
findings are believed to be the result of a smaller overlap integral (Table 1) and the occurrence of
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H aggregation in [TC2+] at higher molar ratios. Therefore similar fluorescence intensity observed
for [TC02][BETI] at a molar ratio of 100:10 and 100:100 can be attributed to occurrence of these
non-fluorescent H aggregates.

Figure 6.8. Fluorescence spectra of (A) [TC01][BETI], (B) [TC02][BETI], (C) [TC12][BETI],
and (D) [TC012][BETI] binary and ternary aggregates at different molar ratios.

The ternary [TC012][BETI] system revealed significant energy transfer efficiency for
higher concentrations of [TC0+] at molar ratios of 100:100:100 and 100:10:10. FRET appeared
to be more apparent in the former, where a higher intensity was recorded for the [TC1 +] species.
Similarly, energy transfer from [TC1+] to [TC2+] appeared to be more prominent at this molar
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ratio (100:100:100). However, some H aggregation is believed to occur, limiting a drastic
increase in acceptor fluorescence as was observed in [TC01][BETI]. When the [TC0+]
concentration was decreased, FRET from [TC0+] to [TC1+] was very low. At a molar ratio of
10:100:10, an additional red-shifted peak was observed at 712 nm, suggesting FRET between
[TC1+] and [TC2+], similar to [TC12][BETI] (100:1).
Thus it appears that FRET was found to occur within the binary and ternary blends and
was favored at higher concentrations of TC species. In addition, non-fluorescent H-aggregates
involving the acceptor within blended nanostructures appeared in [TC02][BETI] and
[TC012][BETI], resulting in traps which open up additional non-radiative pathways of energy
loss.
6.3.4.4. Fluorescence Lifetime Analysis
Binary and ternary TC-based nanostructures were further analyzed using fluorescence decay
analysis. Excited-state decay data were analyzed in terms of a multi-exponential decay model
and the recovered parameters are summarized in Table 6.2.
Excited-state lifetimes were determined for structures consisting of single-species ([TC0][BETI]
and [TC1][BETI]) as well as multiple species ([TC01][BETI], [TC02][BETI], and
[TC012][BETI]). In the case of [TC0][BETI], two discrete excited-state lifetimes were observed
which we attribute to the approximately equal contributions from J-aggregates (681 ps, 47%) and
monomeric species (1.55 ns, 52%). The [TC1][BETI] nanostructures exhibited a much shorter
average lifetime resulting from the prevalence of J-aggregation (96 %) which exhibited an
apparent lifetime of 158 ps. Comparable lifetimes have been reported for thia(carbo)cyanines in
other systems.23 The lifetimes of the binary and ternary TC-based nanostructures were all similar
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to that in the [TC1][BETI] nanostructures. These results support our claim for the occurrence of
FRET.
Table 6.2. Recovered intensity decay parameters for single- and multi-luminophore micro and
nanoscale aggregates based on TC parent ion structures.
Lifetime
τ1 = 681 ps
τ2 = 1.55 ns
τ3 = 5.14 ns
[TC1][BETI] τ1 = 158 ps
τ2 = 7.59 ns
τ3 = 2.37 ns
[TC01][BETI] τ1 = 135 ps
τ2 = 1.07 ns
τ3 = 4.34 ns
[TC02][BETI] τ1 = 104 ps
τ2 = 1.19 ns
τ3 = 5.3 ns
[TC012][BETI] τ1 = 75 ps
τ2 = 1.46 ns
τ3 = 5.83 ns
[TC0][BETI]

Pre-exponential
factor
47% (J)
52% (M)
1%
96% (J)
3% (M)
1%
96%
4%
<1%
99%
1%
<1%
99%
1%
<1%

Amplitude
27%
68%
5%
80%
15%
5%
67%
22%
11%
81%
12%
7%
82%
10%
8%

χ2

Average
lifetime
1.19 ns

1.08

167 ps

1.03

191 ps

1.30

128 ps

1.27

92 ps

1.25

6.4. Conclusion
Thiacarbocyanine-based GUMBOS were successfully prepared through a facile anion-exchange
reaction. The iono-hydrophobic properties of these materials facilitate a room temperature
preparation of 1-D structures on the micron and nanoscale via a straightforward reprecipitation at
ultradilute (i.e., micromolar) dye concentrations. The micro- and nano-scale molecular
aggregates were rapidly obtained through spontaneous formation of ionic self-assemblies. Binary
and ternary aggregates were similarly obtained by intimately mixing multiple TCs prior to
initiating the reprecipitation. These materials exhibited tunable spectral properties as a result of
efficient FRET, as well as changes in dye aggregation within the blended materials, which was
most pronounced at higher molar ratios of the TCs. The highest energy transfer efficiency was
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obtained from [TC1+] to [TC2+]. Measurement of the fluorescence lifetimes of the binary and
ternary nanoscale aggregates confirmed the stationary-state results suggesting the occurrence of
FRET. Further studies are being conducted to better understand and improve the FRET
efficiency, aggregation-induced fluorescence changes in similar cyanine dye nanostructures, and
multi-color multi-luminophore aggregates. The TC-based aggregates reported here, and
especially their tunable spectral properties, offer potential applications in optoelectronics,
(bio)chemical sensing, and bioimaging.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The work presented in this dissertation discusses two classes of ionic materials, namely
room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) and a Group of Uniform Materials Based on Organic
Salts (GUMBOS). Both categories are essentially low melting salts that essentially differ in their
melting properties; RTILs are characterized by melting points below 25 ºC and GUMBOS by
melting points between 25 ºC and 250 ºC. The different RTILs discussed in this work are all
chiral in addition to other properties that they have. The GUMBOS, derived from fluorescent
dyes were used to prepare micro and nanoscale materials, employing template and templateless
methods. They exhibit tunable photophysical properties which were thoroughly investigated.
The first chapter provides a brief overview of

previous studies and foundations of the

field, including ionic liquids, chirality, GUMBOS, fluorescence, and nanomaterials. In chapter 2
the synthesis and characterization of a series of protic chiral ionic liquids (PCILs) is described.
The PCILs differed in their degree of amine alkylation and were prepared via facile Brønsted
acid-base neutralization between various ephedrines and imide acids. Their chiral recognition
capabilities as measured by

19

F-NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy were dependent on their

chemical structure.
In chapter 3, various bifunctional magnetic, chiral ionic liquids (MCILs) were reported.
The MCILs were synthesized through the reaction between an amino acid ester hydrochloride
(Lewis acid) and iron(III)chloride (Lewis base). In addition to their thermal stability, these
MCILs exhibited strong magnetic susceptibility and good chiral recognition capability for a
variety of chiral analytes.
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Similarly, in chapter 4, a series of multifunctional luminescent, magnetic, chiral ionic
liquids (LMCILs) are discussed. The LMCILs were prepared in two steps and consist of cations
derived from amino acid esters and dysprosium thiocyanate anions. Like the MCILs (chapter 3),
these LMCILs exhibited good thermal stability, strong magnetic susceptibility, and good chiral
recognition capability. These ILs were further characterized by a strong luminescence. In
addition to their chiral sensing capabilities, the various bi and multifunctional CILs discussed in
chapter 2-4 may also find use in enantioselective catalysis. Moreover further studies on tuning
chiral selectivity through magnetic as well as magnetic and luminescent stimuli (for MCILs and
LMCILs respectively) would be of interest in chiral sensing and catalysis.
In chapter 5, fluorescent GUMBOS were prepared by ion-pairing of the rhodamine 6G
dye cation with the hydrophobic tetraphenylborate anion. An anodic alumina template was used
to grow one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures (wires, tubes, and arrays). These fluorescent
GUMBOS nanostructures were characterized by strong photostability.
A series of structurally similar thiacarbocyanine (TC) GUMBOS are reported in chapter
6. By employing a reprecipitation approach, 1D micro and nanostructures were produced through
self-assembly of the GUMBOS. These aggregated structures exhibited unique morphologies and
spectro-chemical properties. Blended nanomaterials, consisting of multiple TCs were similarly
prepared, yielding FRET as well as controlled aggregation, thereby allowing for further
tunability of the spectral properties of these structures. Studies are currently underway to
investigate the use of 1D fluorescent nanoscale GUMBOS as probes for vapors, biomolecules
and other analytes. In some cases the ionic conductive properties exhibited by selected dye based
nanoscale GUMBOS are altered in the presence of certain vapors. To this end, there remains a
need to further synthesize novel chemoresponsive GUMBOS, with tunable fluorescent, ionic and
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electronic properties. Moreover the development of nanofabrication methods that allow for
controllable organization of 1D nanoscale GUMBOS is highly desirable. Such developments
allow for future photonic and optoelectronic devices, including sensors, waveguides, and
OLEDs.
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